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ABSTRACT

This thesis interrogates feminist rhetoric of rape. As such, this project first investigates the
history and rhetorical strategies of the rape reform movement, a decidedly feminist movement, before
looking ahead to the burgeoning postfeminist discourse of “gray rape.” I recount the arguments of

the rape reform movement and landmarks moments in the history of the movement as a
watershed moment where the language used to describe rape changed in order to shift the
perspective of rape as an assault that happens between strangers to an assault that more
commonly exists between acquaintances, friends, and dates. I then look at the specific language
created by the rape reform movement, the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape,” as feminist
counterformulations of rape and the rhetorical dimensions of these terms. Finally, I look at the
postfeminist discourse of “gray rape” as reiteration of rape myths, the “virgin”/“vamp”
dichotomy, and the singular discourse of “stranger rape” and how this discourse, if left
unchecked, is detrimental to serious public discussion about rape.
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CHAPTER 1
FEMINIST RHETORICS OF RAPE
Rape. Few words evoke such visceral and emotional responses. The word implies the
most heinous of crimes and the gravest of personal violations: forcing intercourse or other sexual
acts upon an unwilling individual. The history of rape is long (one only has to look at Gorgias‟
Encomium of Helen or the myth of Zeus‟ “ravishment” of Hera for a rough estimate of how long
the concept of “rape” has been active in our greater collective memory1) and has served as the
basis for many of the conversations surrounding the rights of women both in and out of the
courtroom. In more recent memory, popular and scholarly discourses that surround such highprofile rape cases like the Kobe Bryant pre-trial hearings and the Central Park Jogger trial not
only demonstrate the spectacle that often envelops instances of rape, but also the controversial
issues that come part and parcel with an accusation of rape.2
These myriad and conflicting discourses make rhetorics of rape difficult to locate and
interrogate. However, just because something is difficult to talk about does not mean it should be
ignored. Further examination of the rhetoric surrounding rape presents an opportunity to
understand how these discourses influence the way rape is perceived. The perception of the word
“rape” has changed throughout history, but its long and complicated past presents many
challenges to any attempt to pinpoint a definitive understanding of what action constitutes the
name “rape.” While the imprecise character of the word “rape” can be frustrating, the inherent
vagueness of the term allows considerable space for rhetorical inquiry. By locating moments
where the word “rape” underwent significant transformation, I believe much can be learned
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about the rhetorical dimensions that compose one of the most contentious issues in human
memory.3
Yet locating watershed moments in the history of the word “rape” is not the difficult
element of this study. There has been no lack of scholarly inquiry, government investigation, and
media coverage surrounding rape. The challenge in locating the whys and hows of rape lies in the
debate over the word itself. In this way, the debate surrounding the word “rape” can be most
directly compared to the debates surrounding abortion rights. Both are controversial, divisive,
and abound with legal and social ramifications. I find Celeste Michelle Condit‟s study of
abortion rhetoric to be crucial in understanding how to approach discourses of rape. Condit
suggests the story of controversial social issues — like abortion — is not a conventional history.
Instead, it is a history of public discourse and how it changes, supports, challenges, and creates
the arguments that surround and define an issue.4 To examine this path one has to set aside the
“cause” of such debates and focus on the debate itself. By focusing on the arguments that
surround controversial social issues, it is possible to describe “the flows of public discourse” that
“shift the meaning” of “terms, practices, and laws” connected to the discourses.5
Setting aside the causes of the debate surrounding the word “rape” is a difficult task.
Beyond the raw emotion that accompanies the word “rape,” the debate over the definition,
existence, and criminality of instances described as “rape” originate in the vagueness of the term
itself. Indeed, it is almost impossible to set aside the causes of the debate because rhetorics of
rape are built on the foundational belief that rape is caused by women. In order to follow the
“flows of public discourse” surrounding instances of rape, the cause of the debate over the word
“rape” cannot be completely ignored. The challenge of investigating “rape” is not attempting to
strip it of its controversial, emotional, and difficult roots, but trying to navigate the tangled
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rhetorical landscape of causal claims, moral arguments, and legal implications. Accordingly,
many of the arguments this thesis will investigate will blur the line Condit draws between the
“cause” of debates and the debates themselves.
The danger of blurring Condit‟s line when investigating “rape” is getting lost in the long
history of the word “rape” and the generation of “causes.” Such a project would be an admirable
and welcome addition to the literature but is beyond the scope of this thesis. In order to avoid
stepping into a study that is too large, I will focus on the efforts of the rape reform movement in
the late 1970s and early 1980s to shift the meaning of rape from the narrow conception of
“stranger rape” to a broader conception of sexual assault that had been ignored for centuries. To
this end, I will apply a rhetorical lens to what I will call feminist rhetorics of rape in an attempt
to examine how the rape reform movement shifted the perception of “rape.” By looking closely
at these moments in the long history of rape rhetorics, it is my intent to suggest that the inherent
vagueness of the word “rape,” while at times infuriating, is essential in understanding how
perception of “rape” develops.
I focus on the rape reform movement‟s effort to shift the perception of “rape” as a means
for navigating the long history of the term. It is almost impossible to discuss “rape” without
taking into consideration the collective memory of the term. As Barbie Zelizer suggests,
collective memory “refers to recollections that are instantiated beyond the individual by and for
the collective” by encompassing “recollections of the past that are determine and shaped by the
group.”6 Collective memory presumes “discussion, negotiation, and often, contestation” are
inherent within historical entrenched debates. The collective memory of rape is constantly held
up as an example of what rape should look like. Zelizer claims that these memories become a
part of the historical consciousness that becomes “wedged in-between the official markings of
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the past and ourselves in the present.”7 I suggest that no collective memory is quite so “wedged
in-between” the past and present than that of rape.
In order to make sense of the long and “wedged between” collective memory of “rape,”
there must be some pattern applied to the term. Edward Casey proposes that perception is
necessary to provide a pattern to the chaotic “sense data” of memories.8 This pattern, in turn, can
create a “vague totalized Gestalt” in which “each part is implied by all the others and is what it is
perceived to be only in reference to these parts.”9 Perceiving such a multifaceted concept like
“rape” as patterned provides structure, but also a perception of “rape” that is only “real” rape if it
makes reference to the history in which it is built. The rape reform movement attempted to shift
the perception of “rape” that was built on the narrow discourse of “stranger rape” and a host of
“rape myths” to a more nuanced and accurate perception of “rape” embodied in feminist
rhetorics of rape.

Feminist Rhetorics of Rape
The designation “feminist rhetorics of rape” was not chosen idly and entails more than
just a useful category. The phrase “feminist rhetorics of rape” is central to my investigation and
as such deserves some unpacking. Primarily, the ungrammatical nature of the phrase may be
confusing upon first reading. The lack of the article “the” preceding the designation was intended
to differentiate between the broader collection of opinions, perspectives, and positions
encompassed by feminist rhetorics of rape and the singular discourse of “stranger rape.”
Similarly, the plurality of the word “rhetorics” is used to imply an inclusivity that is constructed
of many different points of view, voices, and attitudes.10
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Throughout this thesis, the terms “discourse” and “rhetorics” are being used to
demonstrate a specific, singular argument (discourse) and a broader use of language that
encompasses many arguments meant to persuade (rhetorics). I find this distinction to be helpful
in navigating the rhetorical landscape of the word “rape” because it allows distinctions to be
drawn between the “traditional” perception of “stranger rape” and the broader perception the
rape reform movement attempts to create and disseminate. Samuel Delany makes a similar
observation in his book, Shorter Views, by recounting that the word “discourse” has its
etymological roots in Latin and refers to “an old, oval, Roman race track.”11 Accordingly, at a
discourse one enters and leaves at specific pre-determined positions.12 The discourse of “stranger
rape” is similar; beginning and ending with the belief that women are to blame for rape. Feminist
rhetorics of rape attempted to break this cycle and provide a broader perception of “rape.”
In this thesis, the word “rhetoric” is used in the academic sense to mean persuasion by
argument and other means. However, beyond this very basic understanding of rhetoric it is
important to grasp how rhetoric shapes the way one perceives the world. Thomas W. Benson
suggests that rhetoric is a way of knowing, being and doing:
Rhetoric is a way of knowing the world, of gaining access to the uniquely
rhetorical probabilities that govern public policy and personal choice for oneself
and others; it is a way of constituting the self in a symbolic act generated in a
scene composed of exigencies, constraints, others, and the self; it is a way of
exercising control over self, others, and by extension the scene.13
Feminist rhetorics of rape suggest a way of knowing, acting, and participating in the world that is
much different from the discourses of “stranger rape.” By using a critical rhetorical lens, it is
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possible to interrogate how rhetorics of rape have evolved from a singular discourse to broader,
feminist rhetorics that, in turn, affected the way rape is perceived.
With this rhetorical lens in mind, I will investigate how “feminist” rhetorics shape
rhetorics of rape. Particularly, I will focus on the rape reform movement‟s creation and
implementation of the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” and how these phrases shifted
the perception of rape form the narrow discourse of “stranger rape” to broader feminist rhetorics.
A rhetorical point of view allows an examination of this language, to paraphrase Adrienne Rich,
from a new critical direction and with fresh eyes. 14 In the case of feminist rhetorics of rape, fresh
eyes are sorely needed. As Karlyn Kohrs Campbell states in her foundational article “The
Rhetoric of Women‟s Liberation: An Oxymoron,” feminist movements are difficult to define
because they are very rarely, if ever, one “cohesive historical-political movement,” but a “state
of mind” of which most of their “major manifestations has been rhetorical” and therefore should
be studied as such.15
Bonnie Dow‟s study of how feminism is represented in popular television shows since
1970 is also helpful in understanding how feminist rhetorics shape feminist rhetorics of rape.16
Dow believes that feminist rhetorics have the “capacity to engage our thinking about the political
implications of discursive practice” and how these practices “bring into being new meanings and
new subjectivities.”17 Much like Campbell, Dow finds the strength of feminist rhetorics in the
inclusivity of the rhetorics and the ability of the arguments to shine light on issues, people, and
places that have been previously ignored. However, Dow‟s project strays from the traditional
rhetorical landscape of speeches and movements to look at how feminist rhetorics are
represented (and not represented) in popular culture. By expanding the arena where feminist
rhetorics of rape can be studied, Dow opened the door for interrogations of feminism as it is
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represented and perceived by a larger audience. While the majority of this thesis focuses on the
rhetorics of the rape reform movement, it will also take into consideration how the arguments
were disseminated through popular magazines and mainstream newspaper articles. These
examples will demonstrate how terms like “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” shifted the
perception of rape.
Despite the work of feminist rhetorical scholarship that suggests the importance of
locating, investigating, and understanding feminist rhetorics, the rhetorical discipline has been
conspicuously quiet on the matter of feminist rhetorics of rape. With the exception of Rosa
Eberly‟s examination of Andrea Dworkin‟s novel Mercy and reactions to Dworkin‟s attempt to
represent rape in a literary public sphere, very little work has been done within the
communication discipline to interrogate the rhetorical dimensions of rape and sexual assault.18
This, however, does not mean that there is a dearth of information on the subject. Law,
philosophy, literature, women‟s and media studies have all written extensively on the subject or
rape in different capacities, but there is very little scholarship that focuses on the rhetorical
dimensions of the words used to describe rape.19
The nearest scholarship has come to examining the particular problem with the words
used to describe instances of rape and sexual assault is philosopher Eric Reitan‟s essay “Rape as
an Essentially Contested Concept.” Reitan identifies the definitional debate over the meaning of
rape as a “game” that plays with the inherent vagueness of concepts, prior knowledge of “facts,”
and evaluative significance that provides space in which to alter and claim a definitive meaning
of what it means to perpetrate or be the victim of “real” rape.20 Although Reitan‟s article gives a
comprehensive analysis of rape as an essentially contested concept and how this frame allows for
more than one definition of rape within public discourse, he stops short of fully interrogating
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how feminist rhetorics rape not only added definitions for the word “rape,” but shifted the
perception of what acts were considers “real” rape.
One major way that feminist rhetorics of rape shifted the perception of rape was giving
the word “rape” new meanings. An interrogation of the rape reform movement and phrases like
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” offer a fertile ground for teasing out the rhetorical
dimensions of these new meanings and how they broadened the perception of rape. The rape
reform movement‟s “new meanings” were achieved in the 1970‟s and 80‟s and created phrases
to describe an experience that previously did not have a name. The terms “acquaintance rape”
and “date rape” did not supplant the traditional notion of rape, but suggested that the terms and
phrases available to describe instances of rape needed to be expanded to include instances of
sexual assault that fall outside the rigid discourse of “stranger rape.” Rhetorically, “acquaintance
rape” and “date rape” are similar to Kenneth Burke‟s notion of “casuistic stretching” or the
introduction of a new principle that theoretically remains faithful to old principles, but stretches
the meaning in such a way that it comes to embody a whole set of values and claims.21 By
shifting the scene, to remain with Burke‟s terminology for a moment, of “rape” to the conception
of “date rape,” feminist rhetorics of rape kept the familiar definitional aspects of rape while
simultaneously questioning the validity of such a narrow definition. The result is terms that are
both familiar and uncomfortable; calling into question the validity of the narrow notion of
“stranger rape.”

Moving Beyond “Stranger Rape”
It should surprise no one that the history of the rhetoric of rape is as long and complicated
as the history of rape itself. As mentioned above, this history is both a blessing and curse;
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literally, it provides generations of material to be investigated, but all of that history can be
overwhelming. It is important to contextualize rape in relation to its history in literature, art,
myth, religion, and other forms of canonized discourse that provide the foundation for
perceptions of and reactions to feminist rhetorics of rape. However, I will limit my contextual
examination to the rape reform movement and to female assault in dating situations, more
commonly known as “acquaintance rape” or “date rape.” Narrowing the scholarly focus of my
thesis will have bearing on both the historical and conceptual implications on this project.
Historically, the reason for narrowing my contextual analysis to the rape reform movement,
beyond the sheer magnitude of a project that investigates the entire rhetorical history of rape, is
to focus on the feminist attempt to change rhetorics of rape, and therefore the reality of rape.22
Since the goal of the movement was explicitly aimed at introducing the terms like “date rape”
and “acquaintance rape” into popular and legal discourse, I recognize the rape reform movement
(and the larger feminist movement at the time) as a watershed moment where rhetorics of rape
substantially changed from a narrow discourse to broader rhetorics.
Conceptually, a focus on “date rape” allows for a more detailed examination of the
particular notion of consent that feminist rhetorics of rape are attempting to (re)define.
Admittedly, my focus on feminist rhetorics of rape precludes many important aspects of rape and
feminist rhetorics of rape (issues of male rape,23 marital rape,24 and how questions of consent are
contested, constructed, or ignored in these cases), but in order to interrogate feminist rhetorics of
rape these facets will be excluded from my chapters and case studies. However, it is important to
have a basic understanding of what feminist rhetorics of rape were attempting to challenge.
Central to this argument is the notion of “stranger rape” as the only kind of “real” rape. The
narrative is familiar and compelling: A modestly dressed woman is attacked out of the blue (or
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black, as night is the where the scene usually takes place), threatened with a weapon, puts up a
fight, and loses to a larger and more dangerous assailant.25 Stranger rape is a real and dangerous
facet of rape, but in a 2000 national study funded by the Department of Justice it was found to
account for less than 5 percent of completed rapes among college-aged women.26 Before feminist
rhetorics of rape, the “stranger rape” discourse was the only way rape could be spoken about if it
was spoken about at all. The result was a blanket disregard for of all other rapes or sexual
assaults as misunderstandings, bad sex, or overreactions.
The roots of the “stranger” rape discourse can be found by examining how rape is spoken
about as the impetus, byproduct, and weapon of war. Historically, martial rape has been seen as a
matter of course. General George S. Patton aptly, and perhaps inadvertently, describes the
attitude toward martial rape in his memoir War as I Knew It, “[I]n spite of my most diligent
efforts, there would unquestionably be some raping.”27 The unquestionable nature of martial rape
constructs the foundation for the narrow discourse that rape is always an unavoidable act of
extreme violence.28 The presence of martial rape in the early literature of the Greeks and Romans
suggests that the connection between war and rape has been a long-standing one.29 The most
notable example of the venerable connection between war and rape is the story of Helen of Troy
and the Trojan War. Greek philosophers and rhetoricians struggled with the question of Helen
throughout ancient literature: Did Paris kidnap and rape her? Did Helen choose to go willingly
with Paris? How large of a role did the gods play in sparking the relationship that began the
Trojan War?
Gorgias puzzled through these questions in his Encomium of Helen with little success.30
Only the acknowledgement that if a woman is raped “by violence and illegally assaulted and
unjustly insulted, it is clear that the raper, as the insulter, did the wronging, and the raped, as the
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insulted, did the suffering. . . . It is just therefore to pity her but to hate him.”31 Note that there is
no punishment suggested for the “raper” in this passage, only the suggestion of pitying the victim
for being taken against her will and permission to hate the “raper” for doing so. This very early
attitude about rape in wartime reflects many of the difficulties in talking about any instance of
rape. Men either get so overwrought with passion and bloodlust or crazed from chastity that they
take women by force. The complicit attitude of Gorgias‟ Encomium of Helen is a precursor not
only to the excuses given by generations of soldiers in wartime, but of “normal” men in dating
situations for years to come.32
The “boys will be boys” attitude that is seen in the Encomium of Helen was made
explicitly clear in the creation of government-maintained “comfort stations” in Japan during
World War II. A euphemism for military brothels staffed with “comfort women,” the policy was
in response to the Rape of Nanking, a gruesome eight-week period after the Japanese Imperial
Army captured the of the city of Nanking and killed over 300,00 people. During this time
between 20,000 and 80,000 women were raped, tortured, and killed.33 In response to the Rape of
Nanking, the Japanese high command organized the vast network of “comfort stations” as a
strategy to “prevent further mass rape of conquered populations.”34 According to Chung HyunKyung, most of the comfort women were abducted from their homes (often in Korea) and forced
to “clean military bases, wash soldiers clothing,” and “receive Japanese soldiers” any time they
were approached.35 If the women struggled or refused, they were beaten and humiliated and most
comfort women died of starvation, exhaustion, or venereal diseases.36 Comfort women were a
blanket acceptance of what Susan Brownmiller calls man‟s attitude toward the inevitability of
martial rape: “When men are men, slugging it out among themselves, conquering new land,
subjecting new people, driving on toward victory, unquestionably there shall be some raping.”37
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The acceptance of martial rape as an inevitable aspect of war that can only be controlled by
providing state-sponsored sex slavery ruined the lives of almost 200,000 comfort women.38
Comfort stations also demonstrate the foundation attitude that rape is something that cannot be
stopped, just controlled.
More recently, rape as been used as a method of ethnic cleansing. Alexandra Stigmayer
offers a compelling account of martial rape using the “boys will be boys” attitude as a strategic
move in aiding the genocide is Bosnia-Herzegovina.39 Stigmayer offers a comprehensive and
detailed account of how rape was used as a tactic to “intimidate, humiliate, and degrade [women]
and others affected by her suffering. The effect of rape is often to ensure that women and their
families will flee and never return.”40 Beyond displacing the native population of the country, the
Serbian army also placed Muslim women in “rape camps” where they were forcibly impregnated
and made to carry the child until term.41 Stigmayer suggests that these camps were designed as a
tool for genetic imperialism and were an attempt to weaken the Muslim race by producing halfMuslim, half-Serb children.42
The rhetoric of martial rape operates on the premise that rape is an inevitable byproduct
of violence and cannot be stopped, only controlled (the comfort women in Japan) or channeled
into a specific end (the rape camps in Bosnia-Herzegovina). Approaching rape as something that
is beyond reproach and out of the control of everyone, including the perpetrators, dovetails with
the discourse of “stranger rape.” As will be discussed in more detail in chapter two, feminist
rhetorics of rape challenged the notion of stranger rape by targeting “rape myths” that had been
propagated throughout history and were taken as the truth about rape. One of the most pervasive
myths is that a rapist can only be a “perverted, ugly, seedy, or insane” stranger who does not
have control over his actions.43 The myth that stranger rape is the only kind of “real” rape
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undergirded the belief that rape is an isolated incident caused by a deranged individual that could
be avoided if women followed general rules of decorum.44
The narrow discourse of stranger rape paired with the historical understanding of rape as
an uncontrollable product of extreme, warlike violence produced a powerful dichotomy that was
routinely applied to female survivors of rape. Helen Benedict identified this dichotomy as the
“virgin” or “vamp” dilemma.45 Through her study of how the news media covers of sex crimes
Benedict found that survivors of rape are characterized in only two ways; as a virgin or a vamp.
The “virgin” image, Benedict explains, is used to paint the man as “a depraved and perverted
monster” who sullied an innocent victim, who, in turn, becomes a “martyr to the flaws of
society.”46 The “virgin” image is equally as destructive as the “vamp” because “it perpetuates the
idea that women can only be Madonnas or whores” and “paints women dishonestly.”47 It also
perpetuates the myth that only perverted or crazy men can be guilty of rape.
The “vamp” image portrays a woman who “by her looks, behavior or generally loose
morality, drove the man to such extremes of lust that he was compelled to commit the crime.”48
The “vamp” image is often used to “explain away” rape by painting the woman as impure,
wanton, and “asking for it.”49 The “vamp” side of the dichotomy suggests that if a women
pursues a man, agrees to go home with him, or acts in a sexualized manner in public, she could
not have been raped because she brought it on herself. Both sides of the “virgin”/“vamp”
dichotomy reinforces the idea that “normal” men—friends, brothers, husbands, fathers, and so
on—cannot have perpetrated rape. The woman must have been a helpless victim of a disturbed
individual or provoked the rapist through untoward sexual advances.
The “virgin”/“vamp” dichotomy is not something that the feminist rhetorics of rape were
able to replace completely. The singular discourse of “stranger rape” and the unfair
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categorization of rape survivors can be seen in almost all media coverage of high-profile rape
cases before and after the rape reform movement. Since both are equally damaging to the efforts
of moving away from the traditional perception of stranger rape as the only kind of “real” rape. It
is helpful to see this dichotomy in action. The “vamp” image can often be seen in the defensive
strategies of rape trials. One of the most notable recent uses of the “vamp” image was in the very
well publicized pre-trial hearings of basketball star Kobe Bryant. On June 30, 2003, Bryant was
arrested for the sexual assault of a 19-year-old woman who worked in the Colorado Hotel in
which he was staying. The woman claimed that Bryant held her by the neck and forced
intercourse after she had made it clear in several ways — trying to leave the room, saying “no”
several times — that she did not want to have sex with him. She claimed that he used enough
force to “bruise her neck” and “make her bleed.”50 During the pre-trial hearings Bryant‟s
attorney, Pamela Mackey, referred to the woman‟s promiscuity several times, most memorably
by suggesting that the woman‟s “penetrating genital trauma” was “consistent with a person who
had had sex with three different men in three days,” insinuating that the accuser was
promiscuous and therefore not trustworthy.51
Mackey‟s statement is a textbook example of painting a rape survivor as a “vamp” in an
effort to discredit her. Although rape shield laws did not allow Mackey to continue questioning
Bryant‟s accuser‟s sexual history, Mackey was able to focus on the woman‟s behavior on the
night in question. Mackey systematically analyzed the night the rape allegedly occurred,
carefully painting the woman as the aggressor. According to Mackey, she took it upon herself to
stay late at work when she found out Bryant was coming; she was the one who picked Bryant‟s
room and made sure it was in an empty part of the hotel; she initiated suggestive conversation;
and she entered his hotel room even knowing he was going to try and “put a move on her.”52
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Mackey used the “vamp” image to suggest that Bryant is the victim of an immoral woman who
premeditated their meeting in order to falsely accuse him of rape in order to benefit from his
celebrity and wealth.
Admittedly, the “vamp” image is the more visible of the “virgin”/“vamp” dichotomy, but
the representation of rape survivors as a virgin is no less damaging to efforts to broaden rhetorics
of rape. Perhaps the most well-known use of the virgin image can be found in the Central Park
Jogger case in late 1980s. On April 20, 1989, Trisha Meili (she has since released her name), a
29-year-old investment banker, went for her nightly jog in Central Park. While running she was
attacked, raped, and beaten into a coma by as many as twelve assailants.53 Benedict found that
mainstream media treated Meili with an unprecedented level of “reverence and discretion,” did
not blame her for provoking the rape, and characterized her as a “virgin.”54 While Meili was not
accused of lying about the rape, dressing suggestively, or “asking for it,” the media used the
“virgin” image to paint her as naïve and foolhardy. Why would she be alone in Central Park at
eleven o‟clock at night?55 She was an intelligent, successful woman and should have known
better than to think that she would be safe in that environment.
Even in a clear-cut case of stranger rape, the prevailing discourse was that although Meili
was not to blame for the attack, she was to blame for not protecting herself (and her virtue) from
the possibility of an attack. The New York Post ran the most pointed attack on Meili‟s failure to
perceive the danger in Andrea Peyser and Jim Nolan‟s article, “She Didn‟t Know Fear, Popular
Exec on Her Way to the Top”:
Just another night. She got into her T-shirt and laced up her Saucony running
shoes, like so many nights before, and headed for the park. It‟s not safe, people
always told her. She laughed. This woman . . . who accomplished so much so
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young through sheer determination and discipline wasn‟t afraid of what lurked in
the shadows. She would jog.
Within a few hours, the woman‟s well-ordered existence would change
forever. Raped and beaten in a senseless, random attack by a gang of young thugs,
her stellar life would hang by a thread. The woman who was so secure in her
routines, so confident in her safety, became — possibly for the first time —
completely helpless.56
The article‟s tone and overly dramatic language places just as much blame on Meili as on the
“gang of young thugs” that perpetrated the assault. Unlike Bryant‟s accuser, however, Meili was
not accused of lying, orchestrating the attack, or being promiscuous. Instead, she was blamed for
her lack of concern over her own safety. It was through her “carelessness” that those “thugs”
were able to sully her “stellar life.”
The Bryant and the Central Park Jogger cases are drastically different, yet in both the
“virgin”/“vamp” dichotomy supports the notion that stranger rape is the only kind of “real” rape.
In the case of Bryant‟s accuser, she was eventually forced to drop her charges against Bryant
because a judge ruled her sexual history could be admitted as evidence.57 Her “vamp” image
overcame all the physical evidence that a rape had occurred and the case never went any further
than the pre-trial hearings. Meili, whose assault was a clear-cut stranger rape scenario, reinforced
the notion that rape is something that can be avoided only though careful adherence to social
norms. Yet, even then, one never knows what “lurked in the shadows.”
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Preview of Chapters
In order to counter the singular discourse of “stranger rape,” the rape reform movement
needed to find a way to talk about rape that was familiar enough to be instantly recognizable but
controversial enough to spark conversation. Feminist rhetorics of rape, particularly the terms
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape,” did this by stretching the meaning of “rape” to include
types of sexual assault that were ignored or blamed on women. To accomplish this the rape
reform movement embarked on a campaign that spanned academic, legal, and popular
publications to change the way that rape was spoken about both in and outside the courtroom.
In the second chapter, I delve into the arguments and strategies of the rape reform
movement and its efforts during the late 1970s and early 1980s. I am specifically interested in
the initial rhetorical campaign of the movement to have the term “date rape” recognized by the
courts and the public as a legitimate and prevalent form of rape.58 In this chapter, I look at the
arguments that the rape reform movement used to create and disseminate “acquaintance rape”
and “date rape” into public discourse. In particular, I outline the rape reform movement‟s stack
of “rape myths.” Then, drawing on Richard Sennett‟s notion of “posthole” history, I will recount
several key moments in the history of the rape reform movement‟s effort to broaden the language
available to describe rape.59
In the third chapter, I focus solely on the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” and
their rhetorical dimensions; in order to fully understand the how feminist rhetorics of rape shifted
the narrow discourse of stranger rape to broader rhetorics of rape. I look at “acquaintance rape”
and “date rape” as examples of skillful casuistic stretching, perspective by incongruity, and
ironic synthesis of terms. Through this analysis, I suggest that it was through these rhetorical
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strategies that “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” came to be generally accepted as a way to
describe and perceive rape.
Finally, while the rape reform movement and feminist rhetorics of rape were successful
in broadening the language of rape to include assaults that previously went unacknowledged, it
was far from universally accepted. The fourth chapter will look ahead to a new burgeoning
discourse of “gray rape” that is a reiteration of rape myths, the “virgin”/“vamp” dichotomy, and
the singular discourse of “stranger rape.” “Gray rape” utilizes many of the same rhetorical
strategies as feminist rhetorics of rape to create a singular postfeminist rhetoric of rape that
masquerades as a “new,” more accurate perception of rape.
A rhetorical analysis of feminist rhetorics of rape has the potential to offer insights into
how “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” changed the way rape is spoken about, but also how
rape should be spoken about. By looking beyond the causes of the debate over what constitutes
rape and focusing on the words that is used to describe the assaults, the perpetrators, and the
survivors it becomes clear rhetorics of rape are still as conflicted as they were in the Encomium
of Helen. However, to borrow Donna Haraway‟s phrase, it is only when one asks questions that
“stay with the trouble” and works through the tangles of language that any answers can be found.
The question of “rape” provides no lack of trouble and it is my hope that this thesis will be
follow that trouble and illuminate why the words used to describe, discuss, and deliberate rape
and sexual assault are of vital importance.
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CHAPTER 2
LOOKING FOR THE WORDS: THE RAPE REFORM MOVEMENT
Attempting to recount the history of rhetorics of rape is a daunting task. Any attempt to
trace the usage of the word “rape,” the values ensconced in the single syllable, and the shifting
meaning of the word is bound to be left wanting. While “What is rape?” seems to be a simple
question of definition at first glance, the answer (“forcing sexual intercourse or any sexual
activity on an unwilling person”1) gets lost in a gestalt of perspectives and a spectrum of
contested definitions. Indeed, as Susan Brownmiller states in what is still the definitive feminist
historical investigation into rape, Against Our Will, rape is older than its name and is steeped in
history that, in turn, illuminates and obscures any definitive understanding of one of the most
heinous violations that can occur to a person.2
For this reason, it is imperative to the understanding of feminist rhetorics of rape to first
understand some of the history behind rhetorics of rape, which is what this chapter will endeavor
to accomplish. Instead of attempting to recount the long and complicated history of rhetorics of
rape, I will concentrate on rhetorics of the rape reform movement. I focus on the rape reform
movement because it acts as a snapshot of the conflicting narratives at work in rhetorics of rape
at a time they were in the process of changing. Sarah Projansky has suggested that the terms
created and disseminated by the rape reform movement — “acquaintance rape,” “date rape,”
“marital rape,” and “sexual harassment,” to name a few — “literally changed language” and
provided different perspectives of rape and sexual violence against women that had not
previously been available.3 Examining the arguments and background of this movement and how
its rhetoric took shape is an integral step in understanding how feminist rhetorics of rape
countered the singular discourse of stranger rape.
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This chapter will be devoted to the arguments of the rape reform movement and a
selective history of how it disseminated these arguments. Like many feminist movements, it is
difficult to point to a single instant as the beginning, end, or defining moment of the cause.4 Yet
the public nature of the rape reform movement presents an opportunity to trace the instrumental
and symbolic changes that were achieved in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These changes can
be seen by the movement‟s use of public events, popular publications, full-length books, and
systematic social investigations. However, given the unconventional nature of feminist
movements in general and the rape reform movement in particular, I will be drawing on Richard
Sennett‟s method of “posthole” history to highlight the moments of the rape reform movement
that pertain to the circulation of their arguments.5 In the Fall of Public Man, Sennett describes
“posthole” history as a method that “depicts the sweep of historical forces” while simultaneously
emphasizing “the richness of detail which comes from delving into a specific moment.”6 By
following the “posthole” method, I will be able to focus on how the rape reform movement‟s
argument was deployed to change both the instrumental character of the word “rape” in legal
proceedings and the symbolic nature of the word “rape” as it is used in popular discourses.
Additionally, the “posthole” method permits a thorough investigation of landmark moments in a
far-flung and amorphous movement.
In this chapter, I will first outline the arguments of the rape reform movement. In
particular, I will focus on how the movement countered the singular discourse of “stranger rape”
by drawing attention to the inadequacy of the discourse through what they called “rape myths.” I
will then discuss three moments in the history of the rape reform movement that are
representative of the strategies used by the movement to circulate the inadequacy of the
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discourse of “stranger rape” and pave the way for the broader rhetorics of “acquaintance rape”
and “date rape.

The Rape Reform Movement’s Arguments
The phrase “simple rape” may best express the core of the rape reform movement‟s
argument against the narrow discourse of “stranger rape.” “Simple rape” has its roots in the legal
distinction recognizing the difference between aggravated assaults, in which weapons are used
and are usually considered a felony, and simple assaults, in which there are no weapons used and
is likely to be considered a misdemeanor.7 The simple/aggravated distinction is a major
organizing principle in criminal justice practice, but the oxymoronic character of the term
“simple rape” paired with the legal assumption that such a sexual assault would be considered a
misdemeanor raised questions about what types of rapes were “real rapes.”8 Does a sexual
assault have to be at gun point to be considered rape? Does real rape only occur between
strangers? What is so “simple” about rapes that occur between friends, family, or acquaintances?
Is the use of “aggravated” force what qualifies an assault as rape, or do alcohol, verbal threats,
and unrelenting pressure to conform to gender stereotypes play a role?
Perhaps the best illustration of how the simple/aggravated rape distinction affected
survivors of rape comes from Susan Estrich‟s book Real Rape. Estrich‟s book, which was
published in 1987, opens with an account of her own rape in an attempt to illuminate the way
that rape is perceived, described, and understood. Recounting her interaction with police after her
rape she remembers the officers asked only three questions: was the assailant a “crow” (a
derogatory term for an African American), did she know him, and did he take any money.9 It was
only when her answer to all of these questions were “yes” that the officer got on the radio to
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report an armed robbery because it was “much better than rape.”10 They told Estrich that she was
“lucky”11 because she had been “really raped:” “[T]he most important thing was that he was a
stranger; that he approached me not only armed but uninvited; that he was after my money and
car, which I surely don‟t give away lightly, as well as my body.”12 Estrich‟s experience
demonstrates, as she calls it, a “clear cut” instance of rape in the eyes of law enforcement, the
law, and the general public.13 She was attacked by an unknown man in the parking lot of her
apartment building, was threatened with an ice pick, and was robbed as well as physically
assaulted — the very definition of an aggravated rape.
“I am lucky,” Estrich claims, “because everyone agrees that I was „really‟ raped. . . . No
one suggests that I was „asking for it.‟ No one wonders, at least out loud, if it was really my fault.
No one seems to identify with the rapist. . . . As one person put it: „You really didn‟t do anything
wrong.‟”14 However, most rape cases are not as “clear cut” as Estrich‟s assault and fall under the
legal purview of “simple rape.” The three questions that Estrich was asked at the police station
the night she was raped (with the possible exception of the race of the assailant) are still likely to
be the first questions a woman will be asked when reporting a rape.15 If the woman answers that
she had no prior relation to the assailant and there was a weapon involved, then the rape becomes
“simple,” even though it is anything but.
The notion that there is any such thing as a “lucky” rape survivor or a case of “simple”
rape led to creation of a “powerful, although perhaps ill-matched, coalition” of feminists,
politicians, crime control advocates, and lawyers that became known as the rape reform
movement.16 This far-flung group banded together in an effort to change the way rape was
perceived, and through that perception, spoken about and understood. To achieve this, the rape
reform movement employed instrumental and symbolic tactics. Instrumentally, those in the
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movement attempted to change the statutory definition of rape, and through those definitions, the
criminality of “simple” rapes. By moving away from the narrow simple/aggravated legal
standard and recognizing other types of sexual assaults outside of “stranger rape,” the rape
reform movement attempted to broaden what assaults were considered “real rape.”17
Symbolically, the rape reform movement focused on changing the terms available to describe
rape, emblematically broadening the spectrum of assaults that could be considered “real rape.”18
To meet this end, the rape reform movement produced language like “acquaintance rape” and
“date rape” to, almost literally, shine a light on instances of rape that had been hidden for
decades. These terms challenged the notion that there were only two types of rape and were
provocative reminders that the language available to describe rape (“simple,” “aggravated,”
“stranger,” and so on) was inadequate. Both the instrumental and the symbolic strategies were
built upon the identification and explanation of rape myths. Many of the full-length books
published by notable members of the rape reform movement (among them Brownmiller, Estrich,
and Robin Warshaw) were organized around rape myths and how reversing them was key to
achieving both the instrumental and symbolic goals of the movement.
Brownmiller‟s work was particularly important in the early identification of rape myths.
In Against Our Will, she described rape myths as “beliefs that most men hold” and “have
managed to convince many women” are true. 19 Brownmiller identified the key rape myths to be:
“She was asking for it,” “if you are going to be raped, you might as well relax and enjoy it,” “all
women want to be raped,” and “no women can be raped against her will.”20 The centrality of
these myths to the effort to fight the narrow discourse of stranger rape is clear, according to
Brownmiller, because these myths not only impede discussion about rape, but have been
“absorbed” by popular culture and place all the blame on women.21
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After Brownmiller‟s early observations of rape myths, Martha Burt conducted an
empirical study of rape myths and the implication they have on the way society perceives rape.
Burt‟s results support Brownmiller‟s thesis and states that rape myths are “prejudicial,
stereotyped, or false beliefs about rape, rape victims, and rapists” that create a “climate hostile to
rape victims.”22 Burt‟s study found that most Americans believed women are at fault for most
instances of rape and rape myths are connected to the other “pervasive attitudes such as sex role
stereotyping, distrust of the opposite sex, and acceptance of interpersonal violence.”23 The
respondents in Burt‟s study reported that they believed most women “asked for [rape]” through
her dress or attitude, lied about a rape to “cover up an illegitimate pregnancy” or to “get back” at
a man, and that women who were known to have casual sex in the past were “fair game.”24
After Brownmiller and Burt‟s early investigation of rape myths other active members of
the rape reform movement began to identify different myths and the danger of allowing them to
continue unchecked. Rape myths are too varied and extensive to list here, but below is a
summary of the seven most pervasive and influential myths that the rape reform movement
identified and attempted to change.
Rape is Sex
“Rape is sex” is the most powerful myth about rape and lies at the root of all others. The
belief that rape is the same thing as sex “ignores the fact that rape is a physical attack” and
facilitates the “mistaken belief that rape does not hurt the victim any more than sex does.”25 The
“rape is sex” myth is the underlying principle that lead to remarks like the one made by Clayton
Williams, a candidate for governor of Texas in 1990, which suggested rape victims should “just
relax and enjoy it.”26 Included in this myth are Brownmiller‟s “all women want to be raped” and
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“no women can be raped against her will” myths as they both suggest that rape is, in one form or
another, “just” sex that women felt guilty about afterwards.27
The “rape is sex” myth is also the foundation for the disregard of rapes that happen
between two people who know each other. In what is sometimes called the “seduction” myth,
once again a rape is considered “just” sex that the woman regrets the morning after. The
“seduction” myth suggests that it is the role of men to overcome feminine objections to sex.28
Very often this myth is used to explain away cases of acquaintance rape or date rape. It is
believed that if a woman agrees to one type of intimacy (like kissing) she is also agreeing to
other forms of intimacy (intercourse or oral sex), but must be “convinced” to continue because
women say “no” when they means “yes” in order to their reputation.29
The Assailant is Perverted, Crazy, and a Stranger
This myth supports the narrow discourse of “stranger rape” as the only kind of real rape.
It usually consists of a narrative that paints the rapist as “perverted, ugly, seedy, or insane” and
ignores the fact that the majority of rapists are “normal” men who know their victim.30 Very
often referred to as the “stranger” myth, it was at the center of the rape reform movement‟s
arguments to change the perception of rape from an isolated, unavoidable act of violence to an
attack that can occur between friends, dates, and acquaintances.
Rape is a Crime of Passion
The “rape is a crime of passion” myth considers rape as a crime of passion, not power. It
suggests that men with normal sex lives do not need to rape women and ignores the fact that rape
is historically a crime that seeks to “dominate, punish, or degrade” another person.31 The word
“passion” suggests rape that outside of the perpetrator‟s control and is an action that a person
with full control of his faculties would never commit. Therefore, a rape could never happen
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between people who are a part of a “normal,” healthy relationship. “Rape is a Crime of Passion”
dovetails with the “stranger” myth as it is assumed that only a man “perverted, ugly, seedy, or
insane” would be unable to control such an overwhelming emotion.32
Women Provoke Rape
Because rape is perceived to be sex, victims are believed to have provoked the action by
their dress, acting a certain way, or simply being a woman. This myth is so ingrained that it can
(and has) been used to explain away countless number or rapes by the courts and women
themselves.33 The “provoking” myth is often represented in phrases like “Did you see what she
was wearing?” or “What did she expect? She went back to his place.”34 This myth removes any
responsibility for the attack from the man and places it on the woman and the “poor” choices that
she made.
Women Deserve Rape
The “women deserve rape” myth is similar to the “women provoke rape” myth as both
function as a way to alleviate men‟s responsibility for rape place it on the woman.35 However,
the difference is that the woman is being punished for “deviating from the traditional female sex
role of being at home with family or children.”36 This myth, like the “women provoke rape”
myth, focuses on the woman‟s behavior, dress, or gender and uses it as an excuse to place the
blame of the attack onto the woman or justify the attack.
Only “Loose” or “Slutty” Women are Raped
This myth is as old as sexual mores and suggests if a woman is not a virgin then an attack
is not really rape.37 This myth supports the “second rape” that stop many women from reporting
rape in fear that their sexual history will be submitted as evidence in the courtroom.
Unfortunately, the belief that sexually active women cannot be raped is very pervasive and has
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its roots in the puritan principle that if a woman has had sex before, they are likely to do it
again.38 It is this myth that was at the center of the rape reform movement‟s efforts to change the
laws that considered a woman‟s sexual history as acceptable form of character evidence in rape
trials.
Women Lie
This myth is almost as pervasive as “rape is sex” and rests on the masculine fear that
women will “cry rape” in order to exact revenge on men. Brownmiller describes this myth with
outstanding clarity and historical detail:
The most bitter irony of rape, I think, has been the historic masculine fear of false
accusation, a fear that has found expression in male folklore since the Biblical
days of Joseph the Israelite and Potiphar‟s wife, that was given new life and
meaning the in the psychoanalytical doctrines of Sigmund Freud and his
followers, and that has formed the crux of legal defense against a rape charge,
aided and abetted by the set of evidentiary standards (consent, resistance, chastity,
corroboration) designed with one collective purpose in mind: to protect the male
against a scheming, lying and vindictive women.39
The “women lie” myth is often present in accusations that women bring charges of rape against
men in order to “get their money” or to get their “fifteen minutes of fame.”40
Rape myths are completely intertwined and constantly at loggerheads with the
instrumental and symbolic battle for change that the rape reform movement waged during the
1970s and 80s. The language of “acquaintance” and “date rape” were introduced to counter these
myths and demonstrate the prejudicial attitudes toward rape and rape survivors. The rape reform
movement focused on debunking as many of these rape myths as possible, exposing them as
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hypocritical, dangerous, and key to changing the way rape was perceived.41 By and large, the
members of the rape reform movement were successful in achieving the instrumental goals and
helped change rape laws in all 50 states. The symbolic battle, however, was a more difficult one
to win. In the following section I will give a brief overview of the legal reform the rape reform
movement was able achieve, focusing on the specific legislative conditions of rape that were
steeped in rape myths.

The Rape Reform Movement and Rape Laws
Rape myths were at the heart of the rape reform movement‟s instrumental goals to
broaden the language of rape — and therefore the perception of real rape — in rape legislation.
The goals of the rape reform movement were straightforward: shift the narrow language of rape
statutes away from the discourse of “stranger rape” to broader rhetorics of rape that included
instances of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” However, owing to the long history of the
discourse of “stranger rape” and the rape myths that supported it, there were several significant
barriers to this goal. The primary challenge was removing four discriminatory requirements that
all rape legislation shared: corroborating injuries, evidence of resistance, proof of nonconsent,
and the permissibility of past sexual history as evidence.42 These legal requirements are all
rooted in rape myths and are the first arena in which the rape reform movement found some
measure of success.
While the amorphous nature of the rape reform movement makes it difficult to pin down
a single person or group responsible for these instrumental victories, it is not difficult to find the
place where the rape reform movement was first successful. The earliest success of the rape
reform movement was in Michigan.43 The law, referred to as the Criminal Sexual Conduct Code
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(CSC), became effective on April 1, 1975, and created a model for rape reform in the United
States.44 According to Jan BenDor, the coordinator of the Michigan Women‟s Task Force on
Rape, if it were not for the group of “dedicated feminists” who lobbied tirelessly for the bill,
Michigan might never had made the “first comprehensive attempt by a state to break away form
the century-old myths and legal traditions.”45 The CSC established “gradual steps or degrees” of
criminal sexual conduct that exploded the simple/aggravated dichotomy and broadened the
instances of sexual assault that were punishable by law. The degree structure created by the CSC
detailed many different types of sexual assault that included “forcible rape,” (previously the only
kind of rape punishable under Michigan‟s original law), “assault with intent to commit rape,”
“indecent liberties,” “carnal knowledge of a female ward by guardian,” “incest,” “debauchery of
youth,” and “ravishment by a female patient in an institution for the insane.”46 According to
Jeanne C. Marsh, Alison Geist, and Nathan Caplan the CSC provided a “comprehensive
definition of assaultive behaviors that eliminate the overlap and omission problematic under
multiple statuettes” and provided a more nuanced code to fit the breadth of rape and sexual
assaults.47
The CSC also removed the discriminatory requirements of corroboration, resistance,
consent, and sexual history. The removal of these requirements changed the way that rape cases
were tried and how survivors of rape were treated in courtrooms. The early success of the rape
reform movement in Michigan paved the way for instrumental changes throughout the country
and demonstrated the influential nature of the campaign against rape myths. Owing to the
Michigan code‟s role as a legal model, it is a helpful to observe just how the removal of the
corroboration, resistance, consent, and sexual history requirements countered rape myths and
furthered the arguments of the rape reform movement.
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Corroboration
Corroboration had been a long-standing issue for the rape reform movement. The legal
requirement stated that a woman must bear corroborating injuries to back up any claim of rape.
These injuries could take the form of “vaginal injuries, deep scratching or wounds on the woman
or man‟s body, torn clothing,” testimony from a witness about “hearing screams for help,” or
some other form of evidence that suggest a rape occurred.48 According to Susan Caringella,
requiring “corroboration in addition to a [survivor‟s] testimony is unique to rape” and is not
necessary “for the prosecution if virtually any other crime.”49 The need to verify an accusation of
rape through a third-party (whether it be a doctor, a law officer, or a witness) made it difficult, —
and at times impossible — to bring a charge of rape to court.
The corroboration requirement finds it roots in several rape myths, particularly the
“women lie” myth. The anxiety over the possibility that a woman would falsely accuse a man of
rape to exact revenge or protect her reputation is as old as rape laws themselves. Indeed, in 1676,
Chief Justice Matthew Hale wrote in The History of the Pleas of the Crown that while rape “is a
most detestable crime” and “ought severely and impartially to be punished with death” it is “an
accusation easily to be made and hard to be proved, and harder to be defended by the party
accused, tho never so innocent.”50 Estrich points out that Hale‟s oft-cited opinion on how
“easily” a charge of rape is to make is a result of masculine anxiety over the “dishonest” nature
of women.51 Since, according to Estrich, “it is so difficult for the man to establish his innocence,
far better to demand that a woman victim prove hers.”52 Under Hale‟s approach, the woman must
first “prove” is what raped through corroborating injuries and evidence of resistance.
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In Michigan there was no law on the books that required corroboration of a rape charge,
but “it was so universally applied that reformers determined such a requirement really did
operate in the criminal justice system.”53 BenDor and the Michigan Women‟s Task Force on
Rape lobbied for a provision within Michigan‟s CSC explicitly stating that corroboration was not
required: “A jury can find that there has been a sexual assault based on the testimony of the
victim alone, where the jurors are convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that the victim is telling
the truth.”54 The explicit statement was a first in rape legislation and provided a for future rape
reform.
Resistance
Like corroboration, resistance requirements are unique to rape cases.55 The legal roots of
the resistance requirement can be found in common law definitions of rape that described it as
“carnal knowledge of a female, forcibly and against her will.” According to Cassia Spohn, carnal
knowledge included “only penile-vaginal penetration” and did not include any attacks on males,
spouses, or assaults other than intercourse.56 Integral to any rape trial was the notion that “any
good woman who didn‟t want the intercourse to occur would fight it off with every bone in her
body.”57 A woman could only “prove” rape, in the sense that Hale and other common law
statutes suggested, by “resisting to the utmost” for the duration of the attack and having the
corroborating injuries to back up her claims.58
The emphasis common law placed on the amount of force used during a sexual assault
suggests all rapes are violent in a defensible manner. The resistance requirement is supported by
several rape myths. Like corroboration, the “women lie” myth is used to justify the need for
evidence beyond the testimony of the survivor. However, the resistance requirement also used
the “stranger” myth to buttress the claim that rape always has to be a traditionally violent crime
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that can be avoided or resisted. The resistance requirements left very little room for the use of
power, intimidation, or fear to keep a survivor from resisting to the “utmost.” Also, by remaining
faithful to the definition that rape is “carnal knowledge of a female, forcibly and against her will”
only intercourse was considered rape.
The Michigan CSC expanded the definition of rape from “the carnal knowledge of a
woman not his wife forcibly and against her will” to a gender neutral definition that included
“sexual intercourse, cunnilingus, fellatio, anal intercourse, or any other intrusion, however slight,
of any part of a person‟s body or of any object into the genital or anal opening of another
person‟s body, but emission of semen not required.”59 This new definition of rape, the slow
removal of the requirement for corroborating evidence, and the removal of the obligation for the
woman to have “resisted to the utmost” were prompted by the understanding that rape was not
“just” sex, but a crime of violence, domination, power, and that the damage of a rape was not
always visible to the naked eye.60
Consent
Similarly, the Michigan CSC reevaluated how to prove rape was “against her will.”
Consent was largely determined by the amount of corroborating injuries and proof of resistance
were present; however, the requirement also mandated proof that the woman made it vehemently
clear before, during, and after the attack that she was not consenting.61 The level of her verbal
resistance (saying “no” over and over again, screaming, and so on) had to be determined to be,
once again, to the utmost. Nonetheless, even when such clear and vocal nonconsent was present
the woman was found to have consented to the encounter on the sheer notion that the female
gender was often “confused and ambivalent” when it comes to sexual relationships.62
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The need for continued and recordable nonconsent is immersed in the “seduction” myth.
For example, according to a 1966 Stanford Law Review article, women consent to “simple” rape
even when she verbally states that she does not:
Although a woman may desire sexual intercourse, it is customary for her to say,
“no, no, no” (although meaning “yes, yes, yes”) and to expect the male to be the
aggressor. . . . It is always difficult in rape cases to determine when the female
really meant “no”. . . . The problem is compounded when, in fact, the female had
no clearly determined attitude —that is, her attitude was one of ambivalence.63
When used in conjunction with corroboration and resistance, the attitude that women are being
demure when they are demonstrating nonconsent placed women in a double bind that was almost
impossible to fight against. Consent still remained an issue in the Michigan CSC, but the
removal of the corroboration and resistance requirement greatly improved the probability of
proving nonconsent in Michigan courts.
Sexual History
The introduction of a rape survivor‟s sexual history as evidence of during a rape trial was
a common defense tactic that led to many women not pressing rape charges. A woman‟s entire
sexual history was considered admissible as character to prove her sexual promiscuity and
therefore erroneous charge of rape. The obvious root of this requirement is the myth that “loose”
or “slutty” women cannot be raped because they “deserve it” or lie. Legal scholar Michelle
Anderson sums up the attitude behind the sexual history requirement astutely: “A woman‟s lack
of chastity was thought to speak to two important issues: credibility and consent. Courts believed
that unchaste women lie.”64 Beyond the proclivity of defense attorneys to play to the puritanical
nature of juries, a woman‟s sexual history was often used to suggest that if the woman had
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consented to sex in the past, it likely that she would consent to sex again, thereby negating the
charge of rape.
The sexual history requirement, often described as a “second rape” of the survivor,65 led
to the most the frequent the rape reform: rape shield laws.66 Rape shield laws protect the survivor
from having their sexual history placed on trial. Any previous sexual or romantic partners are not
admissible as character evidence or proof that the woman consented to sex. Michigan‟s CSC was
the first law to state a survivor‟s sexual history was “irrelevant” and therefore inadmissible in
court.67 If the defense does want to introduce this type of evidence a private meeting must be
held with the judge who then determines if the evidence is relevant according to the CSC, which
states that:
(1)

To the extent the judge finds that the following proposed evidence is material to a
fact at issue in the case and that its inflammatory or prejudicial nature does not
outweigh its probative value:
a. Evidence of the victim‟s past sexual conduct with the actor.
b. Evidence of specific instances of sexual activity showing the source of
origin of semen, pregnancy, or disease.68

Michigan‟s code is an example of the more restrictive shield legislations that “create a general
prohibition” with “allowable exceptions.”69 Not all rape shield laws are so restrictive, often
leaving all matters of sexual history to the discretion of the judge.70
Between 1976 and 1978 thirty-six states changed their rape statutes to coincide with the
arguments of the rape reform movement, and by the early 1980s virtually all states had amended
their rape legislation.71 The instrumental goals of the rape reform movement were simple: change
the narrow nature of most rape statutes and the reliance of these statutes of rape myths. The
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Michigan CSC pinpointed many of the problems with “traditional” rape laws by highlighting the
discriminatory requirements of corroboration, resistance, consent, and sexual history. The
nuanced degree structure was a huge step in rape reform and a victory for the rape reform
movement. However, as Susan Caringella suggests, the “sweeping” legal reform that was
achieved in the early 1970s caused the “salience of rape as a social problem to dwindle” because
it was assumed that the reformed laws would “fix” the problem of rape.72 The symbolic work of
the rape reform movement, changing the language that was used to describe rape outside the
courtroom, was occurring simultaneously with the instrumental success of the movement and is
much more difficult to pin down. The remainder of this chapter will recount the symbolic
strategies used by the rape reform movement and how they contributed to feminist rhetorics of
rape.

The Rape Speak Out and Rape Conference
The symbolic strategies of the rape reform movement are more difficult to trace, but are
no less important than the instrumental reform that they made to the rape reform laws. One
difficulty in tracing the symbolic strategies of the rape reform movement is the nature of feminist
rhetorics not to abide by a single discourse to define its existence.73 However, because of the
very public venues in which much of the debate over rape reform took place, it is possible to
locate several strategies that the rape reform movement used to change the perception of rape
and the language in which it is described.
The first symbolic effort of the rape reform movement took place on January 24, 1971.
Following in the footsteps of the abortion speak outs that began in the 1960s, The New York
Radical Feminists (NYRF) organized a Rape Speak Out.74 Held in St. Clement‟s Episcopal
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Church in New York City, the event was the first public occasion where women not only spoke
about their rapes and sexual assaults, but also attempted to counter the perception that rape was
something that happened between strangers. More than three hundred people attended the event
— women as well as men, although men had to be accompanied by a woman and were charged
two dollars — as well as reporters.75 Over thirty women ended up speaking at the event, twentyeight women testifying spontaneously from the audience.76 The stories ranged from women
being raped by strangers, husbands, and dates to “depantsing” rituals (where “grade-school boys
forcibly removed the underpants of little girls”) and being raped during a gynecological visit.77
The NYRF made their purpose and the goals of the Rape Speak Out clear:
It is no accident that the New York Radical Feminists, through the technique of
consciousness-raising, discovered that rape is not a personal misfortune but an
experience shared by all women in one form or another. When more than two
people have suffered the same oppression the problem is no longer personal but
political — and rape is a political matter.78
The NYRF believed that speaking out and raising awareness that rape does not only refer to
instances described by the narrow discourse of “stranger rape,” but a crime of power and
intimidation.
In an attempt to better understand rape the NYRF organized a Rape Conference in April,
1971. The conference dealt with “the political, social, and psychological point of views” of rape
and came to the conclusion that a “friend and lover” that “commits rape” is as much a “fiend” as
the stranger who is “prowling the street.”79 The conference provided more testimonies from
women who had been assaulted, several academic paper presentations interrogating rape through
a feminist lens, and roundtable on how to approach rape reform.80 Perhaps, the most lasting
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legacy of the 1971 rape conference was the publication of Rape: The First Sourcebook for
Women.81 This text compiled, for the first time, testimonies of woman (taken from the Rape
Speak Outs); scholarly articles on rape, rape law, and rape culture; and resources for women who
have been raped.
The Rape Speak Out and Conference marked the beginning of the symbolic work of the
rape movement. With the Rape: The First Sourcebook for Women the phrases “acquaintance
rape” and “date rape” began to be used to describe what was previously considered “simple”
rape. The NYRF‟s actions also raised the visibility of the rape reform movement and began to
move the conversation into more mainstream outlets. One outlet in particular, Ms. Magazine,
played a large role in the symbolic battle to change the language available to describe rape. In the
next section, I will discuss the landmark study that Ms. Magazine commissioned on rape on
college campuses and how the findings of the report changed the way the public spoke about
rape.

Ms. Report on Rape
Another landmark moment in the timeline of the rape reform movement was the Ms.
Magazine Project on Campus Assault. Funded by the National Center for the Prevention and
Control of Rape (NCPCR) the study surveyed over 6,100 undergraduate women and men on 32
college campuses about their sexual experiences.82 Published in 1988, the study was conducted
by Mary Koss of Kent State University and confirmed much of the rape reform movement‟s
rhetoric: rape is not something that only happens between strangers, but something that happens
between friends, dates, and family.
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The Ms. Magazine Project on Campus Assault focused on college campuses because of
the nature of its funding (the NCPCR falls under the purview of the National Institute of Mental
Health), but managed to create a large random sample that represented most of the United
States.83 According to Koss, the goal of the study was to represent the “universe of the U.S.
college population.”84 As a result, both women and men were surveyed and the spectrum of
colleges ranged from Ivy League institutions to large public universities. The study consisted of
a 71-page self-report questionnaire that asked questions regarding past situations, experiences,
and relationships that included questionable sexual contact.85
The word “rape” did not appear in the questionnaire because of concerns that the
emotional significance of the term would bias respondent‟s answers.86 Instead, the survey asked
about sexual situations that occurred “against one‟s will.”87 However, unlike previous
investigations into the frequency of rape and sexual assaults, the phrase “against one‟s will” was
not limited to physical violence. The survey also included questions concerning sexual contact
which occurred because one felt intimated by a person‟s “position of authority,” the presence and
consumptions of “alcohol or drugs,” and “continual arguments and pressure” from another
person.88 The results of the study indicated that 83 out of 1,000 women had been involved in a
sexual encounter of some sort against her will and for various reasons did not consider the
assault rape.89
The findings of the Ms. Magazine Project on Campus Assault further advanced the rape
reform movement‟s argument that the public perception of rape had to change. The majority of
the women in the Ms. study said that they had been coerced into having sex with someone
through continual argument or pressure and alcohol or drugs.90 Even when Koss reevaluated her
data to calculate the number of women in the survey whose assaults fit the FBI‟s legal definition
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of rape at the time (“forcible actual or attempted vaginal intercourse with a woman against
consent by force of through of force”91) she found that one in every four women had been
raped.92 This number greatly exceeded the FBI‟s number of reported rapes in 1985 and
confirmed the rape reform movement‟s argument that rape is an underreported and
misunderstood crime.93
The Ms. Magazine Project on Campus Assault was originally published in scholarly
journals and books, but the results reached a much larger audience thanks to Ms. Magazine.
According to Amy Erdman Farrell, Ms. Magazine was created in 1972 to be the voice of the
women‟s movement.94 The magazine emphasized “ways that women differed culturally and
biologically from men” and focused on issues that brought women together as a group to foster a
sense of sisterhood and community.95 This central goal undergirded much of the issues reported
in the magazine: eating disorders, violence against women, and rape.96 In fact, the term “date
rape” first appeared in the September 1982 issue of Ms. and reiterated much of the rape reform
movement‟s concern over the inadequacy of the language available to describe rape.97 Like much
of the reporting that is endemic to Ms., the article focused on informing women about the
“hidden” rape and how one could recognize, prevent, and seek help for such assaults.98
After the publication of Koss‟ study, Ms. Magazine released a book that presented the
findings in a manner that could be easily digested by the public. The book, I Never Called it
Rape by Robin Warshaw, took several approaches to unpacking the dense statistical information
from Koss‟ study. First, the book presents the information in narrative form, providing examples
and true stories of other women‟s rapes in addition to the statistics from the Ms. Magazine
Project on Campus Assault. For example, when explaining that the study found that 87 percent
of women were raped by a person that they knew and that 57 percent of those rapes happened on
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a date Warshaw recounted the story of “Lori.” “Lori” was raped by a blind date at a party, but
did not report the attack to the police because she feared that the man would blame her.99 Lori‟s
story was one of the over 30 rape narratives included in the book. These narrative do not only act
as clarifying tools, but also as a way for readers to identify with the widespread nature of
acquaintance and date rape.
I Never Called it Rape also included the clearest explanations of rape myths and what
they meant for women. Warshaw delineated and explained each myth, paying particular attention
why these myths are dangerous to women — particularly if a man they know assaults them.100 In
a chapter titled “Why Women are „Safe‟ Victims,” Warshaw suggests men have internalized rape
myths and truly believe them, creating a difference in perception that is so wide it is virtually
impossible to cross.101 Yet Warshaw also explains the affect rape myths have on women and the
way they perceive assaults, leading many women to react to rape with denial, disassociation,
self-blame, and rejection that the rape occurred.102 Once again, this information is couched in
narratives of real women and uses easily digestible language to bolsters the arguments of the
rape reform movement and makes it palatable for a mass audience.
Not only did I Never Called it Rape provide Ms. Magazine an outlet for an extended
argument about “acquaintance rape” and “date rape,” but it also provided an audience for the
Koss‟ study that may have remained unfamiliar with her findings. While the Ms. Magazine
Project on Campus Assault confirmed much of the rape reform movement‟s argument, Warshaw
and Ms. Magazine disseminated that argument to a wider audience, familiarizing the terms
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape,” debunking rape myths, and providing a new perception of
rape to the general public. The investigation of rape in the Ms. Magazine Project on Campus
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Assault, Ms. Magazine, and I Never Called it Rape secured a major symbolic victory for the rape
reform movement and paved the way for feminist perception of rape.

Looking for the Words: The Instrumental Success of the Rape Reform Movement
The above is a snapshot of the successes, failures, and struggles of the rape reform
movement. The full story of all the women, men, feminists, politicians, writers, lawyers, and
countless other people who participated in the fight for rape reform can never be fully recounted;
however, the effect of the movement on the instrumental and symbolic changes in the laws and
rhetorics of rape demonstrates the importance and reach of the rape reform movement. Through
legal reforms, consciousness raising, academic projects, and an overall attempt to change the
language available to describe rape, the rape reform movement left an indelible mark on history.
Obviously, the work of the rape reform movement is not done. One only has to skim a
newspaper to find a story of a rape trial where the rape shield laws have failed or commentators
have suggested that rape survivor is “making it up,” “after his money,” or “a slut.”103 Yet the
language created by the rape reform movement has given rape survivors ways to speak about
rape which were not previously available. In the next chapter, I will go into more detail about the
rhetorical strategies involved in the symbolic victories of the rape reform movement.
Rhetorically, many of their strategies relied on stretching the meaning of “rape” to take on a new
definition while still being faithful to the old. A better understanding of how “acquaintance rape”
and “date rape” were constructed will not only provide a richer understanding of the feminist
rhetorics of rape, but also how the words used to describe rape changes over time.
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CHAPTER 3
USING THE WORDS: FEMINIST RHETORICS OF RAPE
The rape reform movement‟s goal was to create terms that made “hidden” rape visible
and change the perception of real rape from an attack by a stranger in a dark alley to a crime of
power, intimidation, and violation that can (and does) happen in existing relationships.1 To meet
this end, the rape reform movement produced language like “acquaintance rape” and “date rape”
to shine a light on instances of rape hidden under the narrow discourse of “stranger rape.” As
discussed in the previous chapter, members of the rape reform movement introduced specific
arguments challenging the discourse of “stranger rape” and had significant instrumental success
reforming rape statutes. However, the symbolic effort to change the words available to describe
rape was a longer and more complicated process. Attempts by critics to counter and discredit the
arguments of the rape reform movement proved to be substantial barriers in shifting the
perception of rape.
These barriers are found in the word “rape” itself. On the surface, the trouble with the
word “rape” seems to be one of definition: What is rape? What constitutes rape? Does a rape
have to be “violent” in the traditional sense (“aggravated rape”) to be a rape? Can a line be
drawn to delineate neatly the difference between rape and consensual sex? If so, where is the
line? In this area, rhetoricians have been notably quiet. Scholarship detailing feminist rhetorics,
representations of rape in literature, and the psychology of the perpetrator are helpful, but give
no analysis of the rhetorical dimensions — definitional or otherwise — of the words used to
describe and label instances of rape.
However, the word “rape” has been particularly intriguing to philosophers. As Keith
Burgess-Jackson explains, it is the “philosopher‟s task . . . to reconstruct the idea of rape,
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showing that a particular understanding — that is, a particular location among allied concepts —
illuminates the various objects or phenomena that fall under it.”2 Attempting to locate the idea of
rape often revolves around defining what rape is and is not. This is particularly true in the case of
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” These terms were the first substantive changes to rhetorics
of rape since Sir William Blackstone‟s definition of “rape” as “carnal knowledge of a woman
forcibly and against her will” in the eighteenth century.3 Philosophers offer several convincing
arguments of how “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” operate as a vehicle of social change; yet,
I believe these arguments stop short of fully explaining the nuances of “acquaintance rape” and
“date rape.”
Fleshing out these nuances is where rhetoric can lend a discerning eye. Any interrogation
of feminist rhetorics of rape must consider definition, but I suggest broadening the approach in
order to paint a full picture of the rhetorical dimensions of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.”
To this end, I draw on Lisa Cuklanz‟s assertion that “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” are
“coherent counterformulations of rape.”4 As counterformulations of rape, these terms serve to
critique the “traditional view of rape to the general public” and disseminate a “feminist
viewpoint on the subject of rape” that offered a new “reality of rape.”5 I believe the new reality
of rape created through the feminist counterformulations can be best understood as an “ironic
synthesis of terms” that create terms both familiar and uncomfortable.6 By striking this balance,
feminist rhetorics of rape succeeded in shining light on the breadth of sexual violence ignored for
centuries.
I will first give a brief overview of the scholarship considering the feminist
counterformulations of rape in order to familiarize the reader with investigations of
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” done outside the field of rhetoric. I will then argue that
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“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” can better be understood as an ironic synthesis of terms and
suggest how this stance presents a wider and more robust comprehension of how feminist
counterformulations of rape changed the perception of rape. Finally, I will offer examples of the
ironic synthesis in use in an attempt to demonstrate the uncomfortable familiarity created by
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” and the debate that ensued over the “new” feminist rhetorics
of rape.

No Easy Definition
The desire to find a definitive definition for “rape,” or at least a definition that most
people can agree on, is an understandable starting point when discussing rape. Indeed, as Andrea
Stewart points out, the Ancient Athenians, whose art and literature was “obsessed” with rape, did
not have a single word for it.7 Instead, it could be considered one of three acts: moicheia
(adultery), biasmos (assault), or hybris (outrage). All three of these definitions had very different
meanings for the society and consequences for the assailant, but shared a similar disinterest for
the circumstances of the woman involved.8 Moicheia and hybris, while differing in the details,
both focused around protecting a husband‟s exclusive sexual rights to his wife, the honor of the
victim‟s family, and the stability of the state.9 The penalty for moicheia or hybris was death for
the perpetrator and disgrace for the woman. Biasmos, however, was concerned with the assault
of an unmarried woman and treated rape as a “battery.” 10 The recourse for biasmos was limited.
The woman‟s kyrois (legal guardian) could prosecute only in order to recover the cost of the
woman‟s “increased dowry” or her “living expenses should the effort to find a husband
fail.”11All three of these “definitions” of rape have stood the test of time in one way or the other,
but biasmos is at the heart of the narrow discourse of “stranger rape”: The belief that a forcible
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rape should be treated as a “battery” and corroborating injuries should be present to prove the
attack.12 The long and contested history of rape makes it tempting to look to definitions to help
explain the rhetorical work accomplished by “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” The definition
of rape has certainly been the focus of contemporary feminist advocates, conservative
commentators, and scholars alike and has led to several helpful insights into the tangled rhetorics
of rape.
Early rape reformers latched onto the notion of definition when defending “acquaintance
rape” and “date rape” and identified their struggle as a quest to change the definition of “rape.”
Cathy Roberts, an active rape reformer who focused on creating and maintaining rape crisis
centers in London, found questions of definition to be at the heart of the conflict over “rape.”13
Roberts suggests that women have changed the definition and understanding of rape: “If we
[women] have not stopped rape, we have redefined it, we have faced it, and we have set up the
structures to deal with it for ourselves.”14 Roberts‟ main concern is how rape is described and
then tried in court. By making the word “rape” a legal term it is at the mercy of court definitions.
Roberts was concerned that considering the word “rape” in such a cut and dry way (either one
was guilty or not guilty) shifted the focus away from the larger societal implications of rape and
suggested it was a “crime that needs to be dealt with” and then forgotten.15 Feminists, in Roberts‟
opinion, have changed the definition of “rape,” but need to work on changing the definition of
“rapist” in the courts and general public.16 To this end, she finds “acquaintance rape” and “date
rape” to be helpful in “correcting” the “traditional” definition of “rape” by making it applicable
to the majority of assaults in which women can be subject.
Unsurprisingly, opponents of the counterformulations “acquaintance rape” and “date
rape” take issue with the feminist “redefinition” of “rape.” Norman Podhoretz, editor of
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Commentary Magazine and noted neo-conservative, represents much of the criticism of
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” in his 1992 article “Rape and the Feminists”:
The definition of rape, which has in the past always been understood to mean the
use of violence or the threat of it to force sex upon an unwilling woman, is now
being broadened to include a whole range of sexual relations that have never
before in all of human experience been regarded as rape. 17
Podhoretz‟s concern is that the new feminist definitions of “rape” have broadened “rape” “to
include a whole range of sexual relations that have never before in all of human experience been
regarded as rape” is an anxiety echoed by many opponents of “acquaintance rape” and “date
rape.” Key in his complaint is the concern that feminist counterformulations of rape leave no
room for the “art of seduction” because they include “verbal and psychological” coercion as well
as threats with knives and guns:
[O]vercoming a woman‟s resistance by “verbal and psychological” means has in
the past been universally known as seduction, it will immediately become clear
that we are in the presence of nothing less than a brazen campaign to reduce
seduction as a form of rape, and more slyly to identify practically all men as
rapist.” 18
Podhoretz lumps all actions that could possibly change a woman‟s mind in the category of
seduction. From more mundane and harmless acts, like taking a woman out to dinner, to the
more dangerous and calculating, like continued and relentless pressure for sex. Concerns like
Podhoretz‟s lead to several influential scholarly works — particularly among philosophers —
about the legitimacy of the broadened definition of “rape.”
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Podhoretz‟s concern over the “feminist definition of rape” was one of the exigencies for
Keith Burgess-Jackson‟s article “Rape and Persuasive Definition.”19 In this article, BurgessJackson investigates what the word “rape” means and how the words “acquaintance rape” and
“date rape” have changed that definition. Burgess-Jackson builds off Charles Leslie Stevenson‟s
notion of a persuasive definition as “one which gives a new conceptual meaning to a familiar
word without substantially changing its emotive meaning, and which is used with the conscious
or unconscious purpose of changing, by this means, the direction of people‟s interest.”20
Persuasive definition is used to investigate the “meaning and logical status” of questions of rape
and suggests a type of stipulative definition that aims at “altering the descriptive meaning of a
term without altering its emotional meaning, thus directing the emotion toward a new object”
and therefore attempting to “change people‟s opinions.”21
The traditional sense of persuasive definitions involves a level of conscious manipulation
on the part of the speaker to exploit emotions in order to convince people to identify with a
particular opinion, idea, or ideology.22 However, Burgess-Jackson‟s interrogation of the
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” suggests that the feminist counterformulations of rape are
more than just an emotional appeal. While Burgess-Jackson agrees that persuasive definitions
attach emotive meanings to language in order to meet an end goal, he does not find persuasive
definition as pejorative as many of his philosophical counterparts.23 Instead, Burgess-Jackson
conceives persuasive definitions as a helpful strategy to clarify vague words or concepts —
particularly when concepts have such long histories of ambiguity. Burgess-Jackson defines
persuasive definition in the following way:
There is a person, T, who has a certain attitude (negative or positive) toward some
object (construed broadly to include physical objects, persons, events, actions,
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states of affairs, and other entities). Let us call this object „O,‟ and let us suppose
that T has a negative (unfavorable) attitude toward O (toward the object, not the
name of the object). Let us also assume that T wishes to cause one or more other
individuals to share this negative attitude towards O. One strategy T may adopt is
to select a word (call it „W‟) that has a negative emotive meaning, but that does
not denote O. T defines „W‟ in such a way that it does denote O; in other words, T
assigns to „W‟ an intension that that has the effect of bringing O within its
extension. If successful — and presumably not all [persuasive definitions] are
successful — other people develop a negative attitude toward O. T has exploited,
in the normatively neutral sense of taking advantage of, W‟s negative emotive
meaning.24
Using his reworked notion of persuasive definition, Burgess-Jackson examines “acquaintance
rape” and “date rape” in an attempt to discover whether Podhoretz and other critics were correct
in their belief that feminist counterformations expanded the definition of “rape” to “include a
whole range of sexual relations that have never before in all of human experience been regarded
as rape” and “redefine[d] seduction as a form of rape” in order to “more slyly to identify
practically all men as rapists.”25 Burgess-Jackson found the feminist counterformulations
changed the definition of “rape,” but this redefinition was not malicious or illegitimate. On the
contrary, he found that acquaintance rape” and “date rape” were necessary changes.
For Burgess-Jackson, persuasive definition is a strategy that is not always objectionable;
instead, it depends on the “(re)definer‟s purpose.”26 He suggests that “acquaintance rape” and
“date rape” do legitimate logical work by further examining the vague concept of rape. 27 When a
concept is vague, persuasive definitions act as a means of characterizing “borderline cases” in
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the “gray area of concepts,” not only making the persuasive definition legitimate but also
providing a “precising definition” that assists in strengthening the definition of “rape.”28
Although his argument is lucid and convincing for why differing and evolving definitions of
“rape” are important to consider, Burgess-Jackson stops short of fully interrogating
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” in favor of spending more time evaluating the notion of
persuasive definition. However, “Rape and Persuasive Definition” had a lasting influence on the
way rape was examined within the academic community.
In response to Burgess-Jackson‟s analysis of the definition of “rape,” philosopher Eric
Reitan suggests “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” only characterize “borderline cases” of rape
because these terms created those borderline cases.29 Reitan believes that the definition of “rape”
is what is at stake in the debate over the feminist counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and
“date rape,” but the definition can only be found within the “gray area of concept.”30 Reitan‟s
approach to interrogating the definition of “rape” is to consider “rape” an essentially contested
concept and suggests “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” created the “gray area” in which the
“new” feminist definition of “rape” operates. Drawing on both Max Black‟s conception of the
vague concept31 and W.B. Gallie‟s essentially contested concept,32 Reitan argues that the
definition of “rape” (particularly in the case of date rape) can be best understood as a contested
concept:
I wish to suggest that when we say that “rape” is a vague concept, we mean that
it is an essentially contested concept; and once we see “rape” as essentially
contested, we will see that fluctuations in the gray area of the concept — most
notably expansions of that gray area — are to be expected, and may even be
required, when new voices enter the moral discourse which the concept helps to
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frame.33
Reitan conceives this gray area as a space for feminists to avoid excluding the law of violating
the middle while still allowing a broader definition of “rape” to include sexual assaults that fell
outside the narrow discourse of “stranger rape.”34
Since Reitan believes that the feminist counterformulations of rape created the gray space
where the definition of “rape” can be contested, he limits his investigation to benefits and
disadvantages of the “new” definitions of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” While Reitan‟s
general premise moves beyond Burgess-Jackson‟s notion of persuasive definition, he stops short
of fully exploring how they function as a cohesive rhetoric. I locate the limits of Reitan‟s
analysis in ignoring the definitional questions that are asked in the “gray area” of an essentially
contested concept. Since he focuses predominantly on the contestability of the charge of rape,
Reitan fails to acknowledge how the discourse of “stranger rape” makes no such allowances for
the broadening of this “gray space.” As result, the “gray space” of the concept is narrow,
constraining the meaning of feminist rhetorics of rape and the type of definitional questions that
can be asked of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” Only questions of consent, the slipperiest
and most challenging aspect of rape, are asked: Did the woman say no? Did the woman yes?
Was the woman capable of consent at the time of the assault? While consent certainly cannot be
ignored in any interrogation of “rape,” it is not the only aspect that the “acquaintance rape” and
“date rape” challenged. Without considering other questions included in the gray area of the
concept these questions are closer to what Burgess-Jackson called the “precising definitions” that
act as a way to clarify “borderline cases” not necessarily an essentially contested concept. 35
Using definition to interrogate “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” is an excellent starting
point for investigating how the feminist counterformulations of rape, as Lisa Cuklanz suggests,
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changed the “reality of rape,” but is not enough to fully explain the rhetorical impact of these
terms.36 In the following section I will suggest that looking at “acquaintance rape” and “date
rape” as an ironic synthesis of terms not only provides a more complete and coherent
understanding of the feminist counterformulations of rape, but also builds on the definitional
interrogations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.”

Ironic Synthesis of Terms
Both Keith Burgess-Jackson and Eric Reitan offer cogent arguments for how the feminist
counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” changed the definition of “rape,” but
I suggest rhetoric offers more effective point of view in the effort of unraveling the tangled
rhetorics surrounding “rape.” Of course, definition cannot be completely ignored; indeed,
according to Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca questions of definitions operate as the
foundations of arguments and suggest the “facts” and “truths” that are looking for agreement
from the audience.37 To control the definition of a word or concept is a powerful persuasive tool.
Indeed, Edward Schiappa suggests that definitions — particularly “contested definitions” like
those enveloped in the word “rape”— are “strategies of social influence and control” and
insinuate “when it is „proper‟ or „correct‟ to use words in a particular way and, in doing so, they
tell us what is in our world.38 When considered through that lens, it makes a certain amount of
sense to interrogate “rape” along the lines of Burgess-Jackson and Reitan as persuasive or
contested definitions. However, when these theories are pushed a bit further and considered in
tandem with the rhetorical notion of irony, a more detailed picture emerges of the rhetorical
dimensions of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.”
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In A Grammar of Motives, Kenneth Burke suggests “to tell what a thing is, you place it in
terms of something else.”39 Balancing contradiction and juxtaposition is a major focus of Burke‟s
theory of rhetoric. He articulates this point clearly by naming “irony” one of his four master
tropes of human symbolic activity.40 Unlike Burke‟s other master tropes —metaphor, metonymy,
and synecdoche — irony places a premium on a “properly formed” dialectic that takes into
consideration “perspectives of perspectives” and “casuistries” that “appear” in “the unique cases
of history.”41 Irony is a balancing act that allows the “interaction of terms upon one another, to
produce a development which uses all the terms. . . . They are all voices, or personalities, or
positions, integrally affecting one another.”42 Beyond the function of allowing terms to interact
with each other in an attempt include the most voices; irony also performs a kinship function, by
acknowledging a differing (or “enemy,” as Burke phrases it) opinion. The kinship function of
irony recognizes that within every contradiction, there is a “kinship with the enemy” in even
speaking about the same topic.43
Also key to understanding the rhetorical strategy of irony is the role context plays in all
ironic discourse. Wayne Booth suggests that context is very often what provides the base
perspective for an ironic construction.44 To demonstrate this point, Booth gives the following
example of a friend‟s attempt to relay the information that it is raining outside. By contrasting
two scenarios, one in which the friend walks in the door and states, “It‟s raining” and the other
where the friend walks in “dripping wet, stands for a moment looking dejected, and mourns, „It‟s
raining.‟”45 The first scenario, while rife with interpersonal context does not lend itself to an
ironic construction and suggests that the friend is merely attempting to impart information. The
second scenario has several ironic interpretations. Not only is it clear that it is raining outside
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from the friend‟s appearance, but it is also clear from the fact that he “looks dejected” and
“mourns” that he is not particularly happy at being stuck in the deluge.46
The context surrounding the statement “it‟s raining” completely changes the message
because it offers a different perspective to consider while searching for the casuistries of the
situation. Perspectives are opened and points of view are considered that are absent in a strictly
informational setting. In the case of the feminist counterformulations of rape, irony allows one to
interrogate the symbolic motivations behind the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” A.
Cheree Carlson observed a similar rhetorical strategy in the rhetoric of the American Female
Moral Reform Society (AFMRA) in the 19th century. Carlson suggests that by using irony to
shape protests of moral double standards between women and men the AFMRA‟s “ironic
strategies” “create[d] a new perspective” in which to approach the issue of moral reform.47
Similarly, the counterformulations “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” shifted the perspective of
“rape” by pairing the existing definition of “rape” with a new perspective (acquaintance, date,
and so on) highlighting both the internal contradictions embodied in the word “rape” and the
inadequacy of the term to describe the most prevalent form of sexual violence.
This was no easy task. The rape reform movement was challenging perceptions of “rape”
that had stood virtually unchallenged for centuries. In order to navigate the area between the
traditional meaning of “rape” and the new feminist counterformations of “acquaintance rape”
and “date rape” the movement attempted to strike a balance through what Burke terms “casuistic
stretching,” wherein “one introduces new principles while theoretically remain faithful to old
principles.”48 Carlson explains that casuistic stretching is a strategy that “consists of removing
terms of accepted or traditional contexts and moving them to a new territory.”49 Once situated in
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a new context the terms take on a new meaning straddling two perspectives, borrowing the
established meaning of the “old” context and applying it to the new.
Casuistic stretching is used most often in conjunction with the rhetorical method of
“perspective by incongruity.”50 Perspective by incongruity uses casuistic stretching to rationally
“wrench” a term “loose” from its traditional context and “metaphorically apply it to a different
category.”51 Similar to the “methodology of the pun,” perspective by incongruity “links by tonal
association words hitherto unlinked” in order to “transcend” the original context of the term and
create a “new start.”52 Burke insists that perspective by incongruity is not “negative smuggling,
but positive cards-face-up-on-the-table.”53 It is designed to “remoralize by accurately naming a
situation already demoralized by inaccuracy.”54 The rape reform movement certainly believed
that “rape” was a term that needed to be remoralized and saved from inaccuracy. The tension
created by the juxtaposition of the terms “date” or “acquaintance” and “rape” provided a
productive space to change the perspective of “rape” in order to change the reality of rape.55
Through the rhetorical space created by casuistic stretching and perspective by
incongruity, Carlson suggests that an ironic synthesis of terms to can be constructed to “clear the
way for a change in consciousness.”56 Ironic synthesis of terms is Burke‟s ironic trope writ
small. Within one phrase, “apparently contradictory elements” are linked to create “a working
whole” that enables a new perspective to emerge.57 This is exactly what feminist rhetorics of
rape accomplished with the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” The ironic synthesis of
the words “acquaintance” or “date” with the word “rape” was so jarring within the context of
“rape myths” and the narrow discourse “stranger rape” that the new perspective presented by the
“ reform movement cleared the path for a new reality of rape. In the next section, I will give
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several examples of this ironic synthesis of terms was used and how the ironic nature of the
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” was used to spark debate over the perception of “rape.”

Feminist Counterformulations of “Acquaintance Rape” and “Date Rape”
At the very heart of the conflict over the feminist counterformulations of rape is the myth
that rape is “just” sex. This can be specifically seen in the criticism that “acquaintance rape” and
“date rape” called into question the role of seduction in romantic interaction between
heterosexual couples. The “seduction argument” against “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” is
seen in the comments from conservative critics like Norman Podhoretz, but also finds purchase
in legal scholarship surrounding “rape.” For example, Richard Klein defends this notion by
equating date rape to seduction and, thus, is not a rape at all: “Seduction is not rape. Seduction
implies that a reluctant partner, even one who had previously said „No,‟ had been lured to change
her mind — voluntarily so. Even regretting it in the morning and thinking „how did I ever allow
that to happen,‟ does not transform the earlier seduction into rape.”58 Klein‟s argument highlights
the perspective the feminist counterformulations of rape calls into questions — if it is a date can
it be a rape? The feminist counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” attempted
to answer to Klein‟s question in the most public way possible. Through books, magazines, and
newspaper articles all discussing “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” and proposing them as
viable alternatives to the narrow discourse of “stranger rape.” In the following section, I will
analyze several examples in which “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” were used in popular
publications to demonstrate how their ironic construction succeed in describing sexual assaults
previously ignored.
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In I Never Called it Rape, Robin Warshaw addresses questions of seduction and the
ironic construction of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” directly and suggests that the term
“date rape” is meant to draw attention to the myth that rape is something that only occurs
between strangers:
The pairing of the word “date,” which conjures up an image of fun shared by two
companions, with the word “rape,” which evokes the total loss of control by one
person to the will of another, results in the creation of a new phrase that is nearly
impossible for most people to comprehend.59
Warshaw explains the importance of the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” play in
battling rape myths and giving a name to an occurrence that so often went unnamed.60 While
Warshaw does not expand on why the combination of “date” and “rape” create a term that is
“nearly impossible for most people to understand” she does suggest that the synthesis of these
two seemingly contradicting terms create a new perspective of rape.
The irony of the feminist counterformulations of rape becomes apparent when these
terms are seen functioning in popular publications. The most notable article appeared in Ms.
Magazine in October 1985. Written by Ellen Sweet, the Ms. editor that supervised the Ms.
Magazine Campus Project on Sexual Assault, “Date Rape: The Story of an Epidemic and Those
Who Deny It” was the first extended discussion of date rape in popular publications and became
central in Warshaw‟s book I Never called It Rape.61 The connecting thread of the article is the
phrase “I can‟t believe it happened to me” or “I can‟t believe it is happening here” and identifies
date rape as a “„hidden‟ campus phenomenon, unreported and unacknowledged by many college
administrators, law enforcement personal, and students.”62 Although Ms. published a shorter
article, “Date Rape: A Campus Epidemic?” two years earlier, Sweet‟s article was one of the first
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extended publications on date rape and used primary findings from Mary Koss‟ study to discuss
the prevalence of date rape on college campuses.
As one of the first extended discussions of date rape, Sweet‟s article sets the tone and
structure for much of the conversations about date rape. For example, the article opens with an
account of a date rape from a woman she calls “Yale graduate Judy.”63 Judy recounts a night
where she met a man at a dorm party and when he offered to walk her back to her dorm, he
kissed her.64 Judy remembers that she “didn‟t resist” and that she “was excited,” but when he
“tried for more” she said “no.”65 Judy then remembers, “he grew completely silent” and then
“pinned me down and ripped off my pants. I couldn‟t believe it was happening to me.”66 The
opening narrative of a date rape scenario becomes almost formulaic in articles discussing date
rape.
Sweet‟s article also demonstrates the importance of the terms “date rape” and
“acquaintance rape.” The denial of terms, for Sweet, amounts to a denial of the act itself. Judy‟s
case, which opens the article, is used to demonstrate how colleges deny that a date rape has
occurred by refusing to use the word in their policies.67 At the time the article was published, any
Yale student who wished to report a date rape had to bring a charge of sexual harassment against
their attacker. Even if a perpetrator was found guilty of date rape before the Yale College
Executive Committee and dismissed from the university, it would be for sexual harassment, not
“rape,” a much vaguer and less emotionally charged term. By not using the terms “acquaintance”
or “date rape” to describe the attack it is akin to denying the attack ever happened. 68
Outside of women‟s magazines “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” were also discussed
as a “new” and confusing occurrence in newspapers. For example, the New York Times published
several articles chronicling the use of the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” In October
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1985, the New York Times published an article titled, “A New Recognition of the Realities of
„Date Rape,‟” which outlined a “growing problem on college campuses” — date rape. The article
describes “date rape” as an “incident” that “takes place when students are dating” and “women
are forced to have sexual intercourse against their will.”69 As one of the earlier articles written
about “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” this article clearly demonstrates the ironic synthesis
of the phase “date rape” by breaking it down to its individual parts and delineating the inherent
contradiction of the term:
Women are hesitant to think that someone they met in an English class or at
fraternity party might assault them. . . . We tend to visualize rapist as wearing
stocking masks and jumping out at women from dark alleys. . . . In the past these
cases would not have come to light. . . . But today, more women are willing to
recognize that the problem exists.
The article goes on to explain that date rape does not only refer to dating situations, but in all
situations where the survivor knows her attacker.
Similar to Warshaw‟s assertion that “date rape” is a difficult term for many people to
grasp fully, the article states that, while “date rape” is not a new phenomenon, it is a new concept
and needs to be thoroughly explained. The article focuses on breaking down the phrase “date
rape” and supporting it with examples, anecdotes, and statistics in order to differentiate it from
“stranger rape.” Central to this disassociation is the seduction myth, the belief that “when a
woman says no, she really means yes,” and the notion of consent.70 The overall structure of the
article is one of explanation, illustration, and introduction to a “new” perspective of “rape.”
A little less than four years later, shortly after the publication of the Ms. Magazine Project
on Campus Assault, the New York Times published another article exploring the “steady increase
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in rapes” on college campuses.71 “Acquaintance rape” and “date rape,” according to this article,
are still in the process of being understood as a crime as well as a concept and is not always
recognized as a felony by law enforcement, college administration, or students themselves.72
Unlike the 1985 article, it does not suggest that date rape is a “new” type of rape; instead, this
article takes the feminist counterformulations as a matter of fact and focuses on how to spread
this knowledge on college campuses. 73 The article suggests beginning and continuing
consciousness-raising efforts in order to introduce “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” to a
wider audience, with the idea that this knowledge would stop the “violence,” “embarrassment,”
“fear,” and “silence” that prevent the majority of rapes being reported. 74
The fact that this January 1989 article does not question the validity or existence of
“acquaintance rape” or “date rape” is a huge step forward for the feminist counterformulations of
rape. Since the article is organized around how college campuses can spread the word about
acquaintance rape in hopes of eradicating it all together, the synthesis of perspectives can be
observed in the recommended “prevention strategies” that colleges can follow. These
suggestions range from stricter policies and punishments for “rape involving an acquaintance” to
mandatory educations programs informing students about acquaintance rape.75 It is the hope that
by educating the college population about what “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” entails that
the new perspective will supplant the old and work to change the reality of rape.
In August 1989 an article titled, “When the Rapist is Not a Stranger,” by Daniel Goleman
appeared, “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” are described as an attempt to name the “sexual
double standard” that “nice women don‟t say yes, and real men don‟t listen to no.”76 Since the
word “rape” has long been understood to describe an assault that happens between strangers, the
synthesis of — in the case of this particular article — “acquaintance” and “rape” opens up
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different perspective on sex and male/female relations.77 “Acquaintance rape,” according to the
article, goes a long way to explaining the disparity between the number of women who report
they have been raped at least once in their life and men who state that they would never rape a
woman.78
Although the article does not name it as such, the “seduction” myth is the sexual “double
standard” that “acquaintance rape” is challenging. Quoting a study done by Dr. Neil Malamuth
from University of California at Los Angeles, the article represents the seduction myth in the
following matter:
When men are asked if there is any likelihood they would force a woman to have
sex against her will if they could get away with it, about half say they would. . . .
But if you ask them if they would rape a woman if they knew they could get away
with it, only about 15 percent say they would (emphasis mine).79
The men who changed their answers because of the addition of the word “rape” in the question
clearly do not realize that force (whether that force is physical, emotional, or psychological)
equates rape. However, the term “acquaintance rape” brings together two perspectives that have
often been considered worlds apart: dating and rape. By bringing this new and, according to the
article, difficult perspective to the table, it is possible that rape between acquaintances could be
avoided in the future.80

Using the Words: Feminist Rhetorics of Rape
“Acquaintance rape” and “date rape” were more than just a means to describe sexual
assaults that were previously unable to be described as “rape;” they were an ironic synthesis of
terms that created a feminst argument for broadening the definition of “rape.” Through books,
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magazines, and newspapers the feminist counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date
rape” became a legitimate (if controversial) way to talk about rape and suggested a perspective
that was often pushed aside in favor of the easier “rape myths” that were used for generations.
The counterformulations generated countless questions concerning gender roles, relationships,
and what constitutes a sexual assault. These questions led to debates, reform, and
acknowledgement that rape does not only occur between strangers in dark alleys.
However, the counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” were not
universally accepted. As I will address in the next chapter, the postfeminist discourse of rape also
utilizes ironic synthesis of terms to contradict the feminist counterformulations of “acquaintance
rape” and “date rape.” While feminist rhetorics of rape attempt to disprove the very narrow
worldview provided by “rape myths,” the postfeminist discourse of rape suggests a very specific
way of knowing the world by creating postfeminist counterformulations of rape that breathe new
life into “rape myths.
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CHAPTER 4
AFTER THE WORDS: THE POSTFEMINST DISCOURSE OF RAPE

This is what happened: Alicia had asked another student, Kevin, to be her
“platonic date” at a college sorority formal. The two of them went out for dinner
first with friends and then to the dance. She remembers that they got drunk but not
what she would call sloppy wasted.
After the dance, they went to Kevin‟s room and, eventually, started making out.
She told him flat out that she didn‟t want it to proceed to sex, and he said okay.
But in a few minutes, he had pushed her down on the couch and positioned
himself on top of her.
“No. Stop,” she said softly — too softly, she later told herself. When he ignored
her and entered her anyway, she tensed up and tried to go numb until it was over.
He fell asleep afterward, and she left for her dorm, “having this dirty feeling of
not knowing what to do or who to tell or whether it was my fault.” While it felt
like rape to her — she had not wanted to have sex with Kevin — she was not sure
if that‟s what anyone else would call it.1
The above passage is the lead vignette in an article published in the popular women‟s
magazine Cosmopolitan in September 2007. The article, written by Washington Post reporter
Laura Sessions Stepp and entitled “A New Kind of Date Rape,” recounts the experiences of
several college-aged females with “gray rape”: “sex that falls somewhere between consent and
denial and is even more confusing than date rape because often both parties are unsure of who
wanted what.”2 The article opens by painting a picture of present-day Alicia as a young,
successful woman with a high-paying consultant job, a high-rise condominium, and a boyfriend
“her friends envy.” However, Alicia is “haunted by the memory of something that occurred one
night years ago — a sexual encounter and an unanswered question: Was I raped?”3
In the previous chapters, I have examined how the rape reform movement and feminist
counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” shifted the perception of rape from
the narrow discourse of “stranger rape” to broader feminist rhetorics of rape. This was achieved
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through ironic synthesis of terms, casuistic stretching, and perspective by incongruity. Through
these strategies, feminist rhetorics of rape created and disseminated terms that were both familiar
and uncomfortable, leading to the success of the terms as a legitimate alternative to the discourse
of “stranger rape.” Essential to the success of the feminist counterformulations of rape was the
ability of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” to acknowledge the “traditional” perspective of
“rape” (as is presented in the discourse of “stranger rape”) while simultaneously suggesting a
broader perspective of rape that included sexual assaults that had been ignored for centuries.
However, feminist rhetorics of rape were far from universally accepted. Commentary
from critics like Norman Podhoretz provide some of the more expected condemnation of
feminist rhetorics of rape, but more recently a different discourse has emerged that contradicts
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” in a much subtler way. As the passage above demonstrates,
the term “gray rape” is an example of how rape — more specifically date rape — is represented
as a “new” issue. The prevalence of the “nice guy” rapist4 and questioning of the woman‟s
“fault” in sexual assaults is nothing unusual — it is what the singular discourse of “stranger
rape” expounded for generations — but the emphasis the discourse of “gray rape” places on the
newness of the type of rape Alicia experienced makes “gray rape” more than just a simple
iteration of rape myths. Alicia‟s experience is the quintessential description of date rape: she
agreed to go out with a male friend and consented to one level of intimacy with him. When
pushed to proceed to intercourse she made it clear that she did not want to have sex with him, but
was ignored. However, the article presents this situation as something completely different from
date rape.
Alicia clearly did not consent to have sex with Kevin. She said no, asked him to stop, and
felt as if she had been raped. Yet the article states that Alicia‟s assault fells into a “gray area”
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between consent and denial. In this chapter, I will look at the discourse of “gray rape” as an
example of what I will call “the postfeminist discourse of rape” and how this discourse may be
another shift in the perception of rape. The postfeminist discourse of rape is more than just a
reiteration of rape myths or feminist backlash; it suggests a very particular way of participating
in the world. Central to this argument is “gray rape” as a postfeminist counterformulation of
“date rape.” I will first introduce some of the most pertinent aspects of postfeminist theory and
the notion of gray rape. Then I will discuss how the rhetorical strategies employed by the
postfeminist discourse of rape, especially as manifested in “gray rape,” mirror those used by the
rape reform movement. Finally, I will suggest how the postfeminist discourse of rape is a
damaging shift from feminist rhetorics of rape and, if left unchecked, is detrimental to serious
public discussion about rape.

The Postfeminist Discourse of Rape
Much like the phrase “feminist rhetorics of rape,” the phrase “the postfeminist discourse
of rape” was not chosen idly. The designation represents the singularity of the postfeminist
discourse of rape. The inclusion of the article “the” and the use of the word “discourse” instead
of “rhetoric” are conscious word choices. This is not because I want to suggest an essentialist
discourse (the postfeminist discourse of rape can and does take many forms), but because when
compared to feminist rhetorics of rape, which encompass a variety of standpoints and discourses
and attempt to acknowledge them all, the postfeminist discourse of rape takes into consideration
only one standpoint. The exclusion and systematic disregard for other possibilities and
explanations makes the postfeminist discourse of rape a singular discourse that creates a
persuasive argument for how women should see, act, and participate in the world.
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Postfeminism is a difficult phenomenon to pin down. Often it is confused with feminist
backlash or general denial of feminist principles. However, postfeminism is more a subtle
response to feminism and feminist gains and often masquerades as “new” type feminism. As
described in Angela McRobbie‟s foundational article, “Post-Feminism and Popular Culture,”
postfeminism is:
An active process by which feminist gains of the 1970s and 80s come to be
undermined. It proposes that through an array of mechanizations, elements of
contemporary popular culture are perniciously effective in regard to this undoing
of feminism, while simultaneously appearing to be engaging in a well-informed
and even well-intended response to feminism.5
McRobbie‟s thesis complicates the backlash theory proposed by Susan Faludi, which suggests
that criticism of feminism can be seen in explicit, conservative discourse that blames feminism
for all of the issues “modern women” face. Backlash consists of arguments that do not question
the goals of feminism or ask if they have been tried or realized, but disregard feminism as a
“failed experiment.”6 Postfeminism, for the most part, draws positively on feminism “in order to
install a whole repertoire of new meanings which emphasise that it is no longer needed.”7
McRobbie believes this is tension a result of a “double entanglement” of neo-conservative values
in relation “to gender, sexuality and family life” and the liberalization of “choice and diversity in
domestic, sexual and kinship relations.”8 The result of this double entanglement is the slow
dismantling of feminism in popular culture that seems, on the surface, to be an intelligent,
reasoned response to feminist gains and the creation of “new” feminist meanings for a new era.9
Bonnie Dow locates a similar discourse at work in American television sitcoms in the
1970s and 80s.10 Dow finds the roots for postfeminism in American feminist thinkers as well as
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within popular culture. Most notably, Dow locates the postfeminist watershed moment in Betty
Friedan‟s 1981 book The Second Stage. In The Second Stage Friedan suggests that feminism
ignores the needs of the family, differences between men and women, and the power of women‟s
traditional roles.11 Friedan does not completely disavow feminism in The Second Stage; instead,
she suggests that the “first wave” of feminism got a lot right, but has since progressed in the
wrong direction.12 Since Friedan is the author of The Feminine Mystique, the book that many
credit for igniting the contemporary feminist movement, her critique garnered significant
attention.13 In particular, Friedan thought that feminists were “wasting energy” on “sexual
issues” when women‟s economic survival is at stake.”14 Feminism should be focusing on family
issues, “powerful” traditional feminine roles (like motherhood), and freeing women from the
“new feminist mystique” of the “superwoman” who can “have it all.”15 Friedan‟s final suggestion
is the “second stage” of feminism should stop focusing on issues of sexual equality
(pornography, sexual harassment, rape, same-sex rights) and concentrate on the “human sex” and
“restructuring institutions” in order to create a “life-sustaining, self-nourishing” household that
will raise strong children.16 Friedan‟s argument does not reject the work done by the “first stage”
of feminism, but suggests that it is no longer applicable to today‟s society.
Dow approaches postfeminist discourse by investigating television shows like Murphy
Brown, Designing Women, and Cagney and Lacey. Dow‟s treatment of Murphy Brown clearly
demonstrates the key narrative that is found in all postfeminist discourse: “The personal costs of
professional success, the conflicts between work and motherhood, and the emphasis on the
„choices‟ women make.”17 Postfeminist discourse always deems a woman‟s life incomplete
without the prospect and realization of a heterosexual marriage that produces offspring. The
postfeminist discourse of rape follows this line of reasoning, focusing on how the choices
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women make while they are young (most likely while attending college) have the ability to
negatively affect their future prospects for a “normal” relationship, children, and lasting
happiness.
Recently, McRobbie has updated her argument by suggesting that postfeminism has
become so influential it has almost replaced feminism in popular culture. Furthermore,
postfeminism has become a tool for Western governments to disseminate freedom around the
world. McRobbie‟s updated thesis is long, but is worth quoting in length here, as the postfeminist
discourse of rape is very much a part of this view of postfeminism:
Elements of feminism have been taken into account, and have been absolutely
incorporated into political and institutional life. Drawing on a vocabulary that
includes words like “empowerment” and “choice,” these elements are then
converted into a much more individualistic discourse, and they are deployed in
this new guise, particularly in media and popular culture, but also by agencies of
the state, as a kind of substitute for feminism. These new and seemingly
“modern” ideas about women and especially about young women are then
disseminated more aggressively, so as to ensure that a new women‟s movement
will not re-emerge. “Feminism” is instrumentalised, it is brought forward and
claimed by Western governments, as a signal to the rest of the world that this is a
key part of what freedom now means. Freedom is revitalized and brought up-todate with this faux-feminism. The boundaries between West and the rest can, as a
result, be more specifically coded in terms of gender, and the granting of sexual
freedoms.18
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According to McRobbie this “faux-feminist” discourse actively seeks “the consent and
participation of young women” at the ground level in a “multiplicity of ways that defy the notion
of a centralized power in charge of the demise of feminism.”19 By making feminism something
that is old-fashioned, no longer necessary and something to keep quiet about, postfeminist
discourse “rewards” women who participate in the postfeminist ideology by promising an
independent lifestyle that is based on choice. As a result, postfeminist discourse eclipses feminist
rhetorics by appropriating words like “empowerment” and “choice” in order to provide “new”
meanings for what it is to be a feminist.
Postfeminism is the larger frame in which the postfeminist discourse of rape operates.
The fundamentals of postfeminism are used to create a new counterformulation of rape that
suggests new meanings for the feminist counterformulation of “date rape.” The postfeminist
counterformulation of “gray rape” demonstrates much of the “faux-feminism” that McRobbie
indentifies as the heart of postfeminism and suggests an alternate meaning of “date rape” that
seems to be a well-reasoned, rational response to an old-fashioned feminist idea that is no longer
applicable for modern women. In reality, however, “gray rape” is a return to the rape myths that
held normative control over rhetorics of rape prior to the emergence of the rape reform
movement and the terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.”
The roots of the postfeminist discourse of rape can be seen in Katie Roiphe‟s 1994 book
The Morning After: Sex, Fear and Feminism.20 The book, hailed as “brave” and “courageous” on
the front page of the New York Times Book Review, argued that feminist rhetorics of rape portray
women as a weak-willed gender void of sexual desire.21 As the title of her book suggests, she
argues that “date rape” does not exist; instead, the phenomenon that feminists named “date rape”
is nothing more than the post-coital regret women have after “bad sex.” 22 “Bad sex” can consist
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of intercourse under the influence of drugs or alcohol, verbal coercion, or sex with a man the
woman knows she should have avoided. In all of these cases, Roiphe believes women are
complicit assault and therefore cannot bring a charge of rape.23
Roiphe‟s argument is based on her own experience as a college student and her
observations of the lifestyle choices of her friends.24 The lifestyle Roiphe describes in her book is
a precursor of the “hookup culture” that became central in the postfeminist counterformulation of
“gray rape.” A woman cannot be raped, Roiphe argues, if she chooses take part in “the parties,
dark rooms, beer, and cigarettes” of college life.25 Roiphe believes that women, even
inexperienced freshmen, know the dangers of mixing alcohol and sex and should not be
surprised if the results are regrettable.26 As such, Roiphe suggests that “date rape” is nothing
more than a “trump card” feminism plays in order to “block analysis” of their arguments and
create a climate of fear around sex.27 Before “date rape” and “acquaintance rape,” Roiphe argues,
women were warned to “stay away from empty rooms and dimly lit streets,” but now under the
tutelage of “rape-crisis feminists” (her name for the rape reform movement) women are
instructed to suspect every man as having the capability for rape.28 According to Roiphe, this
climate of fear encourages women to use the word “rape” as a “catchall expression” for
“everything that is unpleasant and disturbing about relations between the sexes” including
regretting sex that — while unfortunate — does not constitute rape.29
Beyond the climate of fear created by feminist rhetorics of rape, Roiphe accuses feminists
of stripping women of their agency. In particular, Roiphe attacks Robin Warshaw‟s I Never
Called it Rape and the Ms. Magazine Project on Campus Assault for propagating the notion that
women are constantly at the mercy of men, words, and alcohol.30 Roiphe insists that rape under
the influence of alcohol or drugs — even if the woman was not aware of what she consuming —
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is not rape because the woman chose to put herself in that situation. In perhaps her most quoted
assertion and one that becomes the very foundation of the postfeminist discourse of rape, Roiphe
insists that “date rape” is an opinion and not a crime:
[W]hat is being called rape is not a clear-cut issue of common sense. Whether or not one
in four college women has been raped, then, is a matter of opinion, not a matter of
mathematical fact. Everyone agrees that rape is a terrible thing, but we don‟t agree on
what rape is. There is a gray area in which someone’s rape may be another person’s bad
night. (Emphasis mine)31
The observation that rape is a vague or gray concept is not new; both Keith Burgess-Jackson and
Eric Reitan locate much of the debate over “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” in the
ambiguous nature of the term, but they see this area as a space where constructive arguments
about the meaning and possible broadening of these definitions can exist. Roiphe‟s insistence
that this gray area is a place where rapes are invented, not debated, forms the foundation for the
postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape.”

The Postfeminist Counterformulation of “Gray Rape”
Unlike the larger postfeminist discourse of rape, the postfeminist counterformulation of
“gray rape” an easy concept to pin down. Popularized in Laura Sessions Stepp‟s 2007
Cosmopolitan article, “A New Kind of Date Rape,” “gray rape” is defined as “sex that falls
somewhere between consent and denial and is even more confusing than date rape because often
both parties are unsure of who wanted what.”32 Much like the feminist counterformulation of
“date rape” gave name and consequence to sexual assaults that were previously ignored, “gray
rape” provides a clever moniker for Roiphe‟s assertion that date rape is little more than a
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difference of opinions. However, unlike Roiphe‟s argument, the counterformulation of “gray
rape” does not deny the existence of acquaintance rape or date rape, but suggests that the terms
are no longer sufficient and need to be updated.
The result of the postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape” is a “new” category of
assaults that do not fit within either “traditional” discourse of “stranger rape” or feminist
counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.” However, as is seen the passage
that opens this chapter, “gray rape” is not much different than “date rape.” Alicia knew Kevin,
counted him among her friends and clearly did not consent to have sex with him: she said no,
asked him to stop, and felt as if she had been raped. Yet, the Cosmopolitan article frames Alicia‟s
assault as something other than date rape, an encounter falls in a “gray area” between consent
and denial and, again, suggests that this is something “new.”
Stepp‟s article solidifies the rhetorical foundation for the postfeminist discourse of rape
by naming the “gray area” and giving examples. The article is framed as a cautionary tale for
women who participate in the “hookup culture,” which serves as an entrance into the
investigation of “gray rape.” In the article, the “hookup culture” is described as a conflicted
space where women are encouraged to participate in “lots of partying and flirting” accompanied
by “plenty of alcohol, and ironically, the idea that women can be just as bold and adventurous
about sex as men are.”33 The notion that women who participate in the “hookup culture” are
doing so ironically can be illuminated by Stepp‟s book — which was published eight months
prior to the Cosmopolitan article — Unhooked: How Young Women Pursue Sex, Delay Love and
Lose Both. In the book, Stepp follows three high-school girls and six college women for a year,
chronicling their sexual behavior and attitudes toward sex. All nine women participated in the
“hookup culture” that Stepp describes as encouraging women and men to form relationships that
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“carry no commitment.” Young women “hookup with the understanding that however far they
go sexually, neither should become romantically involved in any serious way. . . . Maybe they
got badly burned in a relationship, or find themselves swamped with term papers and final
exams. The freedom to unhook from someone — ostensibly without repercussions — gives them
maximum flexibility.”34 For Stepp, hooking up is an improper “way of thinking about
relationships, period” and teaches women to care more about their “law degree” than “their
ability to conceive children.”35
While feminism is never mentioned in the Cosmopolitan article, Stepp does explicitly
blame feminism for the “hookup culture” in her book:
Feminism is undeniably a driving force behind the phenomenon of hooking up.
What [feminism] should say about sex and relationships has been a matter of
debate since the birth of the modern movement in the 1960s and 1970s. Women‟s
liberation back then meant, among many other things, being free to have a sexual
appetite and act on it with as much abandon as women assumed men did. Sex —
in or outside a relationship — was a natural and healthy as breast milk.36
Of course, Stepp glosses over most of the goals of the women‟s liberation (such as equal pay for
equal work) with the phrase, “among many other things,” but this identification of feminism as
the root of the “hookup culture” lays the foundation for the postfeminist discourse of rape.
Stepp‟s apparent disapproval of prioritizing career over family and distain for relationships that
can be “unhooked” at a moment‟s notice paints a nostalgic picture of “traditional” feminine roles
like motherhood. The importance of the choices women make regarding sex early in life are
essential her future happiness, which is more likely, in her opinion, to be found in “their ability
to conceive children” than a “law degree.”
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The danger of these choice can be seen in the description of present-day Alicia as a
successful career woman who has finally settled down with a boyfriend (instead of “hooking up”
with “platonic dates”) but is still haunted by her mistakes (not Kevin‟s mistakes) while
participating in the “hookup culture” in college. Alicia, even in her supposedly well-adjusted and
happy life, believes that her sexual assault fell in a “gray area” and her on some level her fault.
When reading the story of Alicia —as well as that of the other women in the article — what is
the most striking is that all the women said “no” before, during, and after the assault. These
assaults should be considered date rape, but are not because the women were violating the rules
of traditional femininity by participating in the “hookup culture.” Their easy attitude toward sex,
dating, and the reluctance to label relationships creates the “grayness” of “gray rape” because
there are no clear “rules” for men and women to follow.
“Gray rape” and its connection to the “hookup culture” did not just stay within the pages
of Cosmopolitan. Stepp continues to write and discuss “gray rape” and other sexual and
relational issues on the website SexReally.com.37 Some of the most notable of her contributions
to the website, which is maintained by the not-for-profit, non-partisan organization National
Campaign to Prevent Teen Pregnancy, are her podcasts that reiterate the postfeminist view on
sex and relationships that undergird her Cosmopolitan article and book. One podcast, “Starting a
Relationship with Sex: Running the Bases Backwards,” continues her attack on the “hookup
culture” by suggesting that women are going about relationships the wrong way:
We‟ve all heard the baseball metaphors for sex, like “made it to second,” or “hit a
home run.” Years ago, as a girl ran the bases, she anticipated a certain progression
in the relationship. (At least, some girls did.) Guys might try to skip a base or two
and it was up to her to foil their often-clumsy attempts.
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Well, that scenario is not so common anymore…. These days, sex frequently
happens before anything resembling a relationship. Is this a good thing? A bad
thing?38
Given Stepp‟s previous work on the topic it is not hard to guess her opinion of “taking off from
home base.”39 The lack of traditional rules in the “hookup culture” not only leads to confusion in
dating relationships, but can also lead to situations like “gray rape.”40
“Gray rape” has also been the source of much controversy on college campuses. Since
the postfeminist discourse of rape tends to focus on college students and their lifestyles, it is not
surprising that the term found purchase and debate in college newspapers. One of the earliest
mentions of the “gray rape” in college newspapers was at George Washington University in
2005. The article, “A Gray Area: Students Encounter Gray Rape,” investigated the “new”
phenomenon of gray rape, which is described as sexual encounters that could be defined as rape,
but usually are not.41 The article provides the story of “Nicole” as an example of “gray rape”:
“One night at a party [Nicole] was raped and forced to perform oral sex on multiple young men.
She said she was so drunk that she fell in and out of consciousness and was unable to defend
herself or say „no.‟ She remembers trying in vain to throw punches as the men climbed on top of
her.”42 The article goes on to distinguish the difference between “Nicole‟s” “gray rape” from
“date rape” in the consensual activity that happened before the assault.43 Like most examples of
“gray rape,” “Nicole‟s” assault shares many, if not all, of the traits of “date rape,” but because
“Nicole” participated in the “hookup culture” the situation has been identified as something else.
Another recent example of the postfeminist discourse of rape can be found in
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American University‟s student newspaper, The Eagle. Written by Alex Knepper, the article
rapidly became a national news story and hotly debated topic in the blogosphere.44 While the
term “gray rape” is not used in the article, Knepper‟s column clearly agrees with the notion of
rape that is embodied in the postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape”:
Let‟s get this straight: any woman who heads to an EI [an unrecognized fraternity
on American University‟s campus] party as an anonymous onlooker, drinks five
cups of the jungle juice, and walks back to a boy‟s room with him is indicating
that she wants sex, OK? To cry “date rape” after you sober up the next morning
and regret the incident is the equivalent of pulling a gun to someone‟s head and
then later claiming that you didn‟t ever actually intend to pull the trigger.
“Date rape” is an incoherent concept. There‟s rape and there‟s not-rape, and we
need a line of demarcation. It‟s not clear enough to merely speak of consent,
because the lines of consent in sex — especially anonymous sex — can become
very blurry. If that bothers you, then stick with Pat Robertson and his brigade of
anti-sex cavemen! Don‟t jump into the sexual arena if you can‟t handle the
volatility of its practice!45
Once again, the patterns of the postfeminist discourse of rape can be seen in the excerpt above:
“date rape” is not rape if the woman chose to be in a situation where sex (read: “hooking up”) is
common, particularly if there is alcohol involved. Knepper also echoes Roiphe‟s argument quite
a bit when suggesting that the feminist counterformulation “date rape” is an “incoherent
concept” that only denies men and women agency.46 Knepper also explicitly blames feminism,
and the term “date rape,” for creating an improbable world that “envisions a bedroom” as a space
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where “two amorphous, gender-neutral blobs ask each other „Is this OK with you?‟ before daring
to move their lips any lower on the other‟s body.”47 Knepper does not deny feminism its place on
campuses; on the contrary, he considers himself a feminist, but perceives the rape reform
movement as a radical wing of feminism that has gotten out of hand.
The feminist counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” and
postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape” use similar strategies to construct their
arguments. However, unlike feminist rhetorics of rape, which made a point of broadening the
meaning if the word “rape” to include historically ignored sexual assaults, the postfeminist
discourse of rape once again narrows the meaning of “rape.” The postfeminist
counterformulation of “gray rape” claims to be a more reasoned approach toward the vagueness
of “rape” and paints terms “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” as an over-emotional response to
sexual assaults that needs to be reined in. The strategies used to go about shifting from
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” to “gray rape” are similar to the ironic synthesis of terms the
rape reform movement used in order to create and disseminate feminist rhetorics of rape. In the
next section, I discuss the similarities of these strategies and suggest what this means for the
future of rhetorics of rape.

Ironic Synthesis of Terms in the Postfeminist Counterformulation of “Gray Rape”
As discussed in the previous chapter, ironic synthesis of terms is a strategy that employs
irony to shape new perspectives.48 The rape reform movement used ironic synthesis of terms to
broaden the scope of rape beyond the discourse of “stranger rape” to include sexual assaults that
had been previously ignored or thought to be “bad sex.” The postfeminist counterformulation of
“gray rape” also utilizes the strategy of ironic synthesis, but instead of attempting to stretch the
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meaning of “stranger rape,” “gray rape” shrinks the meaning of “date rape” back to a narrow
perspective of rape that disregards many of the meanings achieved through feminist rhetorics of
rape. The postfeminist discourse of “gray rape” is not simply a reiteration of the discourses that
compose “stranger rape”; instead, it utilizes rape myths to create a different, although no less
restrictive, discourse that takes feminist counterformulations of rape as a true, but no longer
applicable in the current overly sexualized environment. “Gray rape” is a “new” phenomenon
that requires a new term to fully capture the incident.
The postfeminist discourse of gray rape accomplishes this ironic synthesis in several
ways. Most obviously is the similar construction of the “gray rape” and “date rape.” Besides
being the structurally similar, the terms have similar meanings. The vagueness (or “grayness”) of
rape is something that has been the focus of debates over “rape” for generations. It is within this
“gray area” that Eric Reitan locates the essential contestability of rape, Keith Burgess-Jackson
finds the precising definitions of rape, and the rape reform movement found the space to include
instances of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” in the perception of rape.49 The rape reform
movement used the inherent vagueness of “rape” to spark debate about the word and through
irony broaden the types of sexual assaults that could be described as rape.
The feminist counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” used irony to
suggest that the discourse of “stranger rape” was too restrictive to be an accurate description of
instances of rape. The same strategy can be observed in the postfeminist discourse of rape. The
postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape” draws on the feminist counterformulations of
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” to ironically suggest that the terms are too broad to
accurately describe sex in the current collegiate context. “Gray rape” manipulates the vagueness
of the word “rape” in such a way that to narrow the scope of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape”
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while simultaneously acknowledging these types of assault still exist. Under the postfeminist
counterformulation of “gray rape,” “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” become the inadequate
terms for describing rape because they are too broad and describe sexual encounters that
regrettable, but consensual.
One may find echoes of Podhoretz and rape myths in the postfeminist counterformulation
“gray rape.” Both “gray rape” and “date rape” also pivot on the myth that rape is “just” sex. In
the case of rape reform movement, the counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date
rape” were used to counter this myth and suggest that rape is never “just” anything. This myth is
also at the center of the postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape.” “Gray rape” implies that
the woman is complicit in the rape because she is participating in the “hookup culture” and
“allowing” herself to be in a place where a sexual assault is probable. Unlike pre-rape reform
movement rhetoric, the postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape” does not look at these
instances as something other than rape, but as a different (and “new”) type of rape that is unique
to this generation‟s college-aged students. By not disavowing acquaintance rape and date rape as
legitimate forms of sexual assault, the postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape” portrays
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” in a similar fashion as the rape reform movement described
“stranger rape”: As a legitimate and dangerous occurrence that should not be ignored, but is no
longer a productive way to look at all instances of rape.
For example, in the original Cosmopolitan “gray rape” article, Stepp very clearly lays out
the three conditions that make gray rape “gray”: the woman willingly participated in the “hookup
culture,” consumed alcohol, and was actively participating in the hookup until the point of
intercourse.50 Alicia‟s narrative is followed by the story of Laura, a Cornell University graduate,
who allegedly experienced gray rape in her sophomore year of college.51 The vignette is
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supposed to demonstrate how difficult it is for women to recognize and talk about gray rape: “In
gray-rape cases, it‟s even easier than in more clear-cut date rapes for women to blame
themselves: „If only I hadn‟t gone to that party, this wouldn‟t have happened‟ or „If I hadn‟t
worn such a revealing top and come on to that hot guy. . . .”52 This is the only time in the article
that “gray rape” is placed in direct opposition to “date rape” and the distinction between the two
are made to seem concrete when it is nothing of the sort. Self-blame and shame are well
documented psychological consequences of any rape — stranger, date, marital, or otherwise53 —
but this paragraph assumes that only gray rape situations, in comparison to “clear-cut date
rapes,” cause the victim to blame their own actions as the reasons for the rape. The suggestion
that date rapes are “clear-cut” and easy to understand further separates the terms “gray rape” and
“date rape,” shrinking the meaning of date rape to a more singular discourse.
Claiming that “gray rape” differs from “clear-cut date rapes” also reinforces several of
rape myths. The postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape,” places a strong emphasis on
“improper” female attitudes toward sex, invoking the “virgin”/“vamp” dichotomy that was
discussed in Chapter One. Women who participate in the “hookup culture” are choosing to
ignore the heteronormative roles of traditional femininity, thereby blurring the boundaries of
acceptable sexual behavior between women and men. Stepp‟s exploration of the “hookup
culture” on college campuses explicitly draws parallels to the feminist ideas; most notably the
notion that women can have sex like men.54 Early in the article, the counterfactual ideal of a
“safer, simpler time” is placed in direct opposition to the “complicated and dangerous” confusion
of femininity and masculinity that the “hookup culture” perpetuates:

A generation ago, it was easier for men and women to understand what
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constituted rape because the social rules were clearer. Men were supposed to be
the ones coming on to women, and women were said to be looking for
relationships, not casual sex.

But those boundaries and rules have been loosening up for decades, and now lots
of women feel it‟s perfectly okay to go out looking for a hookup or to be the
aggressor, which may turn out fine for them — unless the signals get mixed or
misread.55
In this moment of the article, feminism is placed in direct opposition to traditional conceptions of
masculinity and femininity. The emphasis placed on the “decades” of loosening boundaries, the
“clearer” rules that dictated social situations, and the distrust of women who display masculine
qualities like aggression in romantic situations suggests feminism has caused the “hookup
culture” that is to blame for this “new kind of rape.” The image of the “aggressive” woman in the
second narrative insinuates that rape is only rape if the woman, at the very least, abides by
tradition norms of femininity or, at the very most, is a virgin. This false dilemma is not new and
is the very argument the rape reform movement attempted to challenge by creating the
counterformulations “acquaintance rape” and “date rape.”
While the postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape” purports to describe a “new”
kind of rape that cannot be accurately described as “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” this is
simply not the case. “Gray rape” in all of its iterations is a discourse that draws on the broad
perspective of feminist rhetorics of rape in order to suggest its time has passed. By implying
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” are too broad to describe some of the rape that occur on
college campuses, “gray rape” calls all sexual assaults between acquaintances into question. This
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allow even “clear-cut” date rapes like Alicia‟s to once again fall prey to the rape myths that
“acquaintance rape” and “date rape” challenged. The postfeminist counterformulation of “gray
rape” places all of the blame on women, reifying the most pervasive rape myth that rape is “just”
sex and that women can avoid such a thing if they follow the correct “social rules” of a
generation ago.

After the Words: The Implications of the Postfeminist Discourse of Rape for Feminist
Rhetorics of Rape
The term “gray rape” drew a significant amount of criticism, particularly from feminists
and legal scholars. Unsurprisingly, Stepp‟s Cosmopolitan article drew the most fire. On October
15, 2007, a panel convened at John Jay College of Criminal of Justice in New York City to
discuss the article. The panel brought together the editor and chief of Cosmopolitan, Kate White;
Stepp; the president of John Jay and former city police official, Jeremy Travis; and four other
legal and educational experts to discuss the implications of “gray rape.” Although White and
Stepp stood by the article as responsible journalism, the rest of the panel did not, citing the
possible implication the term “gray rape” could have on the reporting of rape and the possibility
that gray rape reinforces the “culture of masculinity” that says men can “take advantage of
women‟s bodies” because they are men.56
The panel demonstrated an attempt to discuss the ever-growing issues of date rape, gray
rape, and the rape culture that teaches women that rape is their fault no matter how clear-cut or
“gray;” however, Cosmopolitan stood by the article at the John Jay panel and did not print any
negative Letters to the Editor in the subsequent issues. Although the feminist blogosphere
organized a letter writing campaign to tell “Cosmo that there is no such thing as gray rape,” there
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were only two letters that addressed the “Gray Rape” article printed in the November issue.57
Both letters were positive, thanking Cosmopolitan “for making women more aware of gray
rape.”58 One writer in particular, Ashley, demonstrates the danger of introducing “gray rape” into
the public discourse. Ashley writes:
I want to thank you for making women more aware of gray rape. A similar
situation happened to me, except I hadn‟t been drinking. I was making out with a
guy, and I told him I wasn‟t ready to have sex. I was a virgin and wanted to wait
for the right person. But to avoid causing a big scene, I just lay there feeling
scared and alone. Afterward, I felt like it was my fault and that I could have done
something to stop it. I told myself it wasn‟t rape, and I didn‟t even let anyone
know for months. I was later told that when you say no, it means no. You
shouldn‟t have to kick and scream and bite to get someone off of you.59
Ashley‟s situation was not gray rape. In fact, it would more than likely fall into the category of
“clear-cut” date rape that the article created for instances where there was no alcohol and the
woman was not participating in the “hookup culture.” However, Ashley identifies with the other
women in the article — Alicia for instance — because the narratives are so similar to her own.
This is because gray rape is date rape, just by another name. Ashley misinterprets the article, and
while she has apparently spoken to people to help her work through her rape, still identifies her
experience as gray rape, not date rape, as if what she experienced was somehow less serious than
date rape.
Ashley‟s response to the article reveals significant issues surrounding rhetorics of rape:
All of the terms used to describe rape are in some ways vague and totalizing gestalts that demand
one looks at rape from a particular perspective. The word “rape” is so steeped in centuries‟ worth
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of meanings, memories, and myopia that even the focused efforts of the rape reform movement
did not result in a uniform victory. Any type of rape — stranger, date, acquaintance, or gray —
carries with it connotations that are hard to rectify and will never be fully accepted by everyone.
Feminist rhetorics of rape assert a broader perspective on the types of sexual assaults that
can be spoken about, tried, and recognized as rape. They also provide the flexibility for rhetorics
of rape to change and develop without forsaking all of the women it was meant to represent.
Rape will always be a crime of power, violence, and intimidation no matter if it takes place in a
dark alley or a dark party. Feminist rhetorics do not dismiss any charge of rape, whether it is a
stranger, acquaintance, or date rape. By recognizing that the vagueness of the word “rape” as a
space where meaningful debate over the meaning of “rape” can be discussed, feminist rhetorics
of rape changed the perception of “rape” while still acknowledging other facets of sexual
assaults. With a broader understanding of the prejudices that come part and parcel with any
reported rape, feminist rhetorics of rape expanded “rape” beyond the “grayness” of the term in
order to better represent the reality of rape.
The postfeminist rhetoric of rape does the exact opposite. By claiming, as the
postfeminist counterformulation of rape does, that feminism is to blame for the modern “hookup
culture” “gray rape” devalues the feminist counterformulations of “acquaintance rape” and “date
rape” as the cause of gray rape. The postfeminist discourse of rape holds feminism responsible
for the disregard of traditional feminine values and draws the key distinction between “gray
rape” and “date rape”: Gray rape is not date rape because there was no date. Since the influence
of feminism has moved women away from the traditional norms of romantic involvement
between men and women, the postfeminist rhetoric of rape suggests that the rules for appropriate
sexual behavior has changed. This is the final move in creating a new, narrow postfeminist
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perspective of rape. The postfeminist counterformulation of “gray rape” eclipses the feminist
counterformulation of “date rape” by giving an instance of date rape another name. If a date rape
is “gray” than it cannot be discussed as rape because the term “gray rape” has no concrete
meaning
Clearly, the existence and continued use of “gray rape” suggests that the debates over the
meaning, the use, and the parameters of “rape” are not over. However, a deeper understanding of
the words that is used to describe, judge, and discuss rape can shine a light on the terms that are
used to describe rape throughout history. “Stranger rape,” “acquaintance rape,” “date rape,” and
“gray rape” all have meanings that will forever be intertwined, but it is my belief that some of
these meanings are better than others. “Acquaintance rape” and “date rape” provide the most
accurate description of sexual assaults that occur between those who know each other. Shifting
the meaning of “acquaintance rape” and “date rape” to “gray rape” narrows the meaning of
“rape” to something that is reminiscent to “stranger rape.” The postfeminist counterformulation
of “gray rape,” if left unchecked, will result in a return to the narrow discourse of “stranger rape”
where a woman has to prove her claim by providing evidence of her character.
Maybe it is time for a new rape reform movement, one that takes into consideration the
difficulties of creating words that accurately represent the broad perspectives of rape and looks
for new and different ways to talk about it without falling prey to the idea that women are at fault
for rape and sexual assault. If nothing else, I hope this thesis provides a starting point for further
inquiry into the rhetorical strategies used to describe, name, and label instances of sexual assault.
“Rape” is a word that carries with it generations of emotional, legal, and social ramifications that
may never be fully rectified and resolved. However, just because rape is an act that is always
committed through force, it does not mean that words used to describe rape must force a narrow
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and circumscribe perception on survivors of rape. Rape is never something other than rape and
the words, phrases, and terms used to describe it should never suggest otherwise
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